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Abstract:

It is important, in order to further establish spinal fMRI as a valuable clinical and
research tool, to expand the repeÍoire of stimuli and responses that can be assessed by
this method. The specific contributions to the development ofspinal functional magnetic
resonance imaging were carried out in four studies. The first study aimed to develop a
Iower limb movement task suitable for functional imaging. A pedal was designed, built
and tested, and healthy human volunteers paÍicipated in alterrating flexion and extension
ankle movements during a single-shot fast spin-echo imaging sequence. Active and
passive pedaling was performed by all volunteers. Images werc found to be sufficiently
unaffected by motion. Neuronal activity was detected in the do¡sal and ventral homs
bilaterally in both conditions, however there was less activity overall in response to
passive pedaling. Active and passive pedaling each incuned signal changes of
approximately 12Vo. The second study aimed to improve the volume coverage of the
spinal cord with increased resolution. This was achieved with a sagittal orientation
imaging method of the cervical spinal cord during themal stimulation. The third study
employed the new imaging technique for the lumbar spinal cord and the previously tested
movement task was carried out with a spinal cord injured population. Neuronal activity
was detected in the lumbar cord caudal to the injury site in all injured volunteers. Active
pedaling incurred more neu.onal activity than passive pedaling, similar to the healthy
volunteers studied in part one ofthe thesis. signal intensity changes of 13.69o and, 15.\vo
were recorded for active and passive participation, respectively. The fourth study of the
thesis aimed to discdminate true neuronal activity from false positive activity in a spinal
functional imaging study by means of a cluster analysis. It was shown that true neuì.onal
activity-related signal changes that occur in the gray matter tend to occur in the 57o-l5vo
signal intensity range, and that apparent activation sumounding the cord tended to occur
in the above l5%o signal intensity range. The overall goal of contributing to the
development and advancement of spinal fMRI towards reliable research and practical
clinical use was achieved.
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General Introduction

Although MRI has been used to anatomically image the spinal cord fo¡ a number of

years, it has only recently been successful in investigating functional processes. The

purpose of this disse¡tation is to contribute to the development of spinal fMRI as a tool

for investigating spinal cord physiology. In order to reach this goal, a number of studies

were conducted. First, a spinal fMRI study was carried out that involved healthy

volunteels imaged while participating in lower limb movement tasks. Second, we have

adjusted the method to obtain images in the sagittal orientation. The numerous

difficulties with developing this technique ale outlined in the introduction. Third, once

imaging in the sagittal orientation was established in the cervical cord, we used the

technique to image the lumbar cord of spinal cord injuled volunteers employing the same

tasks used with the healthy volunteers, both to further validate the sagittal imaging

method and also to see if spinal fMRI could detect neuronal function caudal to an injury

site. Fourth, a paper considering the implications of a cluster analysis of this data ends

the manuscript component of this work. In or der to appreciate the unique contribution

this project brings to the literature, a review of the MR basics and fMRI studies that lead

up to this body of work are outlined, and the relevant spinal cord physiology is provided

to assist in the comprehension ofthe imaging results. The four manuscripts are then

included in the dissertation to describe the rationale, methods, results and discussion of

the above mentioned studies. Finally, an overall discussion concludes the dissertation.



Introduction to MRI

MRI basics

There are a number of excellent texts describing the principles of magnetic

resonance imaging (MRI) (Chakeres and Schmalbrock, 7992; Moonen and Bandettini,

7999; Jezzard,, Matthews and Smith, 2001). The basic principles underlying MRI as

presented in this Introduction to MRI: MRI Basics section can be found in these texts.

However, the text by Jezzard, Matthews and Smith provides a clear, thorough and

pleasant overview of the topic. For a morc detailed explanation of the information

presented here, I recommend this resource. Additionally, for a straight forward review of

the relevant basic MR physics, see Bitar et al. (2006).

Magnetic resonance imaging is based on the magnetic propeÍies of ceÍain

elements. The largest nuclear magnetic moment that naturally occurs in abundance is

that of hydrogen as its nucleus is a single proton. The magnetic moment is a measure of

the strength of the magnet. only nuclei with an odd number of protons and/or neutrons

have a magnetic moment, as even numbered protons align in a way that cancel each other

out. The same is true for neutrons. The water in blood, interstitial fluid, and

intracellular fluid is the biggest source of hydrogen in the body. The nucleus of hydrogen

has a large magnetic moment. The magnitude of a magnetic moment of a nucleus is

related to its spin, which is a constant physical ploperty. When no extemal field is

present, the orientation of a magnetic moment is random due to its thermal motion. A

magnetic moment in a static magnetic field can be in only one of two possible states,

either aligned parallel to the fietd or against it (anti-parallel). Each state has a specific

energy. When placed in the magnst, after a few seconds the magnetic moments achieve



equilibrium where they either align parallel with the static magnetic field or anti-parallel

to it. Since the energy of the parallel state is the lower of the two, more magnetic

moments are in this state, according to MR convention. It is the net magnetization of the

sample, the difference between the number of parallel and anti-parallel magnetic

moments, that is observed. The "magnetization" is the net magnetic moment per unit

volume. The magnetic field is the static field of the MR system and is called Bs (with the

z axis being defined as parallel to Bo). The magnetization depends on the magnetic field

strength and the temperature. Increasing B¡ increases the number of protons that align

parallel to Bo, as opposed to anti-parallel. Increasing temperature incr.eases the random

forces that tend to push the magnetic moments out of alignment into a more t.andom

orjentation. The equilibrium magnetization, M6, is the net total magnetic field of the

magnetic moments. This magnetization is aligned parallel to the Bo field, is parallel to

the z axis, and is zero in the transverse (xy) plane.

When the magnetization is in the equilibrium state, it does not produce a

detectable MR signal. In order for a signal to be detected, the magnetization must first be

disturbed from equilibrium. The energy needed to cause an energy transition or a change

of the magnetic moments from being parallel to the field to anti-parallel is at the same

frequency as the precession of the magnetic moments in that field. This is called the

resonance condition. Protons precess at a resonance frequency that is proportional to B¡,

and this is defined by the Larmor Equation:

to6=yBe

where omega (o0) is the resonance frequency and gamma (y) is a gyromagnetic constant.

Each type of nucleus has a specific spin and gyromagnetic ratio. By applying an



oscillating magnetic field that stays in phase with the rotation of the magnetic moments

and keeps pushing them in the same direction, this field is then also at the right energy to

give energy to the magnetic moments. As a result, we can use a low intensity magnetic

field, given that it is at the right frequency, to have a strong influence on the

magnetization.

At the equilibrium state, the magnetization is parallel to Be and does not move.

To get it to move away from Be, a weak magnetic moment which is oscillating at the

Larmor frequency is used. The Larmor frequency is in the radio frequency range, which

is apploximately 64lMI{z at 1.5 Tesla. This magnetic field that is used to tip it away, 81,

needs to be at a 90 degree angle to Bo. If it were parallel, it would only add to the field,

but at a right angle it is able to cause the magnetization to precess out of alignment with

Bo. The magnetization is precessing around the net field, and so by changing the

direction of the field that we add at the same speed as the magnetization, this effect

accumulates. The magnetization rotates away from the alignment with 86. With a bdef

pulse of the B1 field it is possible to rotate the magnetization completely into the

transverse (xy) plane. This brief pulse is called the radio-frequency (RF) pulse. The

absorption of RF waves, which causes the spins to change their orientation from parallel

to anti-parallel, is refened to as perturbation. With the application of an RF wave, M¡

spirals down towards the transverse plane. \Vhen the RF is turned off, three simultaneous

effects occur. One, the absorbed RF energy dissipates away into thermal energy as the

magnetic moments relax back to equilibrium. The signal we detect is from the magnetic

moments rotating in phase, to ploduce a time-varying magnetization that induces an

electric cunent in an MR coil. Two, the excited spins begin to retum to odginal



orientation (T1 relaxation). And th¡ee, the initially in-phase excited protons begin to

dephase (T2 and T2* relaxation). Relaxation times are physical properties of the water

environment (in terms of biological tissues). Relaxation refers to the retum of the spins

to a stable low energy or random state after they have been excited or altered. Relaxation

implies, therefore, that the spin system is retuming to a state of equilibrium. Further

explanation of these concepts can be found in Bitar et al. (2006).

There are a number of soutces of field variation over which the experimenter has

no control. There is, however, a field variation intentionally produced by applying

gradients. Gradients are produced by coils of wire situated in the magnet that can be

tumed on and off. They are meant to produce a magnetic field that is parallel to Bo but

vary linearly in magnitude along one of the axes. At the center of the magnet and at the

center of the coil the magnetic field produced is zero. Moving along the axis, the field

magnitude changes. Gradients can be produced in any direction by applying gradients in

two or three directions at a time.

With the gradients applied and an RF pulse applied on a particular frequency, it is

possible to produce an effect on a selected region of space. This means that in one

position in the field, the magnetic moments are precessing at whatever particular

frequency the RF pulse is applied. On either side of this position rhe precessing

frequency is different enough to no longer have an effect. If a gradient is applied in the y

direction, moving away from the ze¡o center of the magnet toward the spot where the

moments are precessing at the appropriate frequency (that of the RF pulse) creates an

effect in a particular location. The bandwidth of the RF pulse will determine what range

of frequencies will be affected. This is what enables slice selection.



After the RF pulse has been applied, the moments have ¡otated away from the z

axis to the transverse plane. However, because of the gradient along the axis these

moments are all precessing at different rates, slower on one side of the slice and gradually

faster on the other side of the slice. No signal can be obtained because all the different

orientations cause the magnetization to sum to a net field of zero. For that reason, a slice

refocusing gradient is applied in the opposite dilection which puts all the moments back

into phase but in the transverse plane.

Once the RF pulse is removed, if the moments are all in phase, they produce a

strong signal. If they are not precessing at the same frequency, they will in time become

out of phase and the signal will decrease. The location of the moments is determined by

applying a linear magnetic field gradient. This g.adient identifies the location of the

signal in space based on its frequency. The signal detected is the sum of all the signals;

thelefore if it is known how much signal is at each frequency then it can be known how

much signal is coming from each position in space.

The signal that is obtained is a spatially encoded signal. This is detected wirh a

gradient on and is the inverse Fourier Transform of the signal distribution along the

gradient direction. This signal is recorded along a one dimensional space, along the

transverse magnetization distributed along the x axis. It is called frequency encoding

because it makes use of changing the frequency of the MR signal depending on its

position in space. To get a two dimensional image, encoding needs to occur in a second

direction, This is accomplished by phase encoding, which is done by applying a gradient

in a different direction, such as along the y axis, for a brief amount of time and then

tuming it off before the signal is acquired (See Figure 1). This is similar to taking a



signal from a point on the x axis with the gradient on; this alters the phase of the signal

depending on its position. By continuously changing the gradient along the y axis

repeated measures of the signal are obtained in two dimensions. These signals recorded

in the two dimensions make up k-space. By measuring the entire k-space it is then

possible to use the inverse Fourier Transform to get a two dimensional image. To get a

three dimensional image another phase encoding is used.

Figure l: Illustration of a typical spin-echo pulse sequence.

The signal obtained immediately following the tipping of the moments away from

Bo, as they are precessing together in one direction in the x axis, begins to decay quickly.

'When the spins are first tilted down to the (xy) plane they are all in phase. Some spins

are faster or slower than others, and so they begin to dephase quickìy. The result is that

the signal fades or decays. The speed of precession depends on the magnetic field

experienced by the proton. Isolated protons feel only 86. protons near other protons

have interacting magnetic fields. If one proton's field increases the field of the second

proton, the second proton will precess faster. If the first field opposes the main field,



then the second proton will precess slower. As soon as the spins move apart, both retum

to their original frequency, but at different phases. This interaction is called the spin-spin

interaction and these cause cumulative loss of phase across excited spins resulting in an

overall loss of signal. This decay caused by the different moments becoming out of

phase due to the intelaction of other nearby moments is called free induction decay.

Once the moments point in all directions in the transverse plane the net signal is zero.

This spin-spin rclaxation is the random interaction between two spins that cause a

cumulative loss of signal and is known as transverse or T2 relaxation. The T2 decay

curve is

M*y = Mo exPCt/Tz)

Each tissue type has a pafiicular T2 value and this value is determined primar.ily by its

environment with little relation to field strength. T2 decay is the exponential loss of

signaì resulting from purely random spin-spin intetactions in the transverse plane.

In practice, the T2 signal decays faster than the T2 decay curve would predict. T2

decay is a function of purely random inte¡actions between spins and assumes an

homogeneous field. An approximated decay time which takes into account these purely

random effects plus the fixed effects such as hardware flaws or different magnetic

susceptibilities of tissues is called T2*. T2*, then, is a measure of all the factors leading

to dephasing. T2* is dependent on the homogeneity of the magnetic field. If the

magnetic field is very inhomogeneous, then the T2* relaxation is shot, since the

differences in the prccessional ¡ates are broad from one region in the magnet to the next.

In general, the better the quality of the uniform field, the higher the signal, and the higher

the signal, the better the image quality.



Gradient echo imaging uses a gradient to knock the spins out of phase in the

transverse magnetization and then reverses the gradient to make the magnetization come

back into phase and go beyond it out of phase again (See Figure 2). Because the signal is

at its largest when all spins are in phase, gradient echo can detect a strong signal while

the gradient is on. Due to free induction decay, the signal decays exponentially after the

RF pulse is tumed off. By applying a gradient the decay would occur faster until no

signal was left. By reversing the gradient, that effect would be cancelled out and the

signal would be lalge again. This does not effect the interactions between spins or the

magnetization susceptibilities. If the signal is at the center of this echo, it would be

smaller than that recorded following the RF pulse and would still be decaying at the time

T2*. The time that passes between the RF pulse and the echo signal is called the echo

time (TE), and this is dependent on T2x, and so images obtained in this way are called

T2*-weighted. A longer echo time has more T2* weighting.

A spin-echo sequence uses an RF pulse to rotate the magnetization l80o to

revel'se the phase distribution, which refocuses the magnetization (See Figure 2).

Following the 90" pulse all the magnetization is tipped into the transverse plane, and the

signal would be strong. This would begin to decay due to free induction decay. If a 180"

pulse was given at time t, the moments would rotate 180'and then continue to be subject

to the field variations that were originally causing their decay after the 90. pulse.

However, the magnetization is now moving back into phase, and at the time t following

the 180" pulse it will reach maximum signal again, however, reduced due to transverse

relaxation. In other words, at the time TE (equal to 2xt), all the spins are back in phase,

and they produce a large signal called a spin echo. lmmediately after a 90o RF pulse, the



magnetization is along the y axis. At half the TE, after the spins have been dephasing, a

l80o RF pulse is applied which flips the dephased spins on rhe X axis. During the second

half of TE the spins rephase. At TE, the spins have rephased and an echo of the opposite

sign is formed. The 180" pulse can be repeated when the spins all come back into phase

at TE and begin to go out of phase again. This process can be repeated over and over as

long as the pure T2 decay has some signal left. The TE in spin-echo sequences is the

time between the center of the 90o pulse and the echo centel.. The signal obtained in this

sequence is dependent on the TE and the transverse relaxation time (T2) so this signal

and the image obtained by this method are T2-weighted.

Figure 2: Compalison of the Spin-echo and Gradient-echo events.
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After an RF pulse, the moments are relaxing back toward equilibrium, and the

rate of this relaxing and coming back to B¡ is called the longitudinal relaxation time, Tl.

Tl-weighting is dependent on how far the magnetization was tipped away from B¡ by the

RF pulse and also by how long is given for it to relax before another pulse is applied.
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This time between pulses is called the repetition time, TR. As TR increases the amount

ofTl contribution to a signal decreases. The recovery rate is unique for every tissue, and

this is what enables MRI to differentiate different types of tissue. The Tl recovery curve

is defined as

M. = Mo [1-expCt/Tr)]

The T1 relaxation time is a measure of how rapidly the spins realign with the

static magnetic field. Tl is also refened to as spin-lattice ¡elaxation, which refers to the

fact that the Tl relaxation process involves excited anti-parallel spins releasing energy

back into the lattice as they return to parallel. The tlansition from anti-parallel to parallel

is not instantaneous fo¡ the whole collection of magnetic moments, but occurs over a

shoÍ interval. The rate at which the spins realign with the main magnetic field is an

exponential function with time. The spins begin to realign rapidìy but this slows as it

approaches equilibrium. The time constant at which this transition occur.s is the Tl

relaxation rate. The different rates of T1 relaxation are related to how rapidly the higher

energy spins can realign and dissipate the excess energy. Individual spins flip

instantaneously, but the probability of them flipping decreases as the system approaches

equilibrium.

Proton spin density is the number per volume of hydrogen nuclei that produce the

signal in an MR experiment. This signal is composed of the sum of all the individual

spins with magnetic properties that can be affected in an MR experiment. The more spins

per volume, the higher the net magnetization, Mo, and the higher the maximum possible

signal in a voxel. A voxel is a "volume element", that is, the volume spanned by a

"pixel" or "picture element" in an image,

11



Spatial encoding is applied to the signal by applying a linear gradient. By doing

this, a known change in the resonance frequency can be caused. The change in frequency

is directly proportional to the distance from the center of the magnet. If the change in

frequency is applied for a period of time, a change in phase is caused that is directly

proportional to the distance from the center of the magnet. The MR coil records the

signal. The leceived signal is the sum of the signal from all the protons within the

sensitive volume of the MR coil. The strength of the signal at each frequency, however,

is dircctly related to the number of excited protons at each position along the gradient.

The Fourier Transform (FT) decomposes a signal into the sum of sine waves with

varying frequencies, phases, and amplitudes. Frequency is a measure of how rapidly the

process makes a complete cycle per unit of time. The more cycles per time, the higher

the flequency. Amplitude is the measure of the maximum change over the cycle; in MR

this is a measure of the maximum signal intensity. Phase describes an arbitrary stalting

point of the cycle. The FT of a data set is useful if you wish to see how much

contribution you have from different frequencies of oscillation, which is particularly

important in MRL The FT process decodes the individual components and creates a

complex repeating curve or signal. An inverse FT is used to calculate the signal that is

generated from the sum of multiple different simple phases, amplitude and frequency

signals. In MR, the inverse FI is used to create signals composed of specific frequencies

and also to predict the expected signal pattern of multiple sources. The FT is used to

determine the strength of the signal at each frequency and thus produce an image.

This technique is similar in theory, but much faster than the original technique

used to produce an image. Mansfield (1973) published work involving the application of

12



gradients to a magnetic field with a sequence that involved imaging half of k-space using

a zigzag pattem, resulting in faster imaging. Lauterbur (1973) employed the technique of

applying gradients in several directions to obtain an MR spectra from different angles and

from the spectra developed a two dimensional back projection image, the first image

produced from an MR spectra. This was followed a few years later by the first NMR

image of human tissue (Damadian et al., 19'77). Lauterbur and Mansfield were awarded

the Nobel Prize in Medicine in 2004 for this contr.ibution to the development of MRI.

MRI of the srrinal cord

The composition of the gray matter of the spinal cord is similar to that of the brain,

with apploximately 80Vo water, IjVa protein, and 10% phospholipids (Chakeres and

Schmalbrock, 1992). Neuronal cell bodies contain a large amount of aqueous cytoplasm,

which contributes to higher water content in gray matter than white matter. The higher

water content increases proton density and lengthens Tl and T2 relaxation times (See

Figure 3). The spinal cold and roots are sumounded by cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). This

CSF flow is pulsatile due to cardiac and respiratory movements and the motion is

periodic. Pulsatile flow creates several image atefacts and signal loss (Chakeres and

Schmalbrock, 1992). The CSF cunents a¡e formed as CSF circulates around the dentate

ligaments, resulting in regional flow-related signal changes. The areas of greatest CSF

turbulence are adjacent to the anterolatelal and posterolateral aspects of the spinal cord,

where focal signal void is seen on axial spin-echo images (Chakeres and Schmalbrock,

1992). Several techniques can be used to minimize CSF pulsation artefacts. These

include cardiac gating and flow compensation gradients.

13



Figure 3: Sagittal anatomical MR images showing T1 and T2 weighting contrast

di fferen c es .

Functional MRI

Magnetic resonance imaging of neuronal function in the brain (fMRI) is a recent

addition ro the world of diagnostic imaging (Ogawa et al., 1990, 1992, 1993). This

application has quickly become a commonly used tool in medical and research fields for

imaging brain activity since it was first shown to be successful by Ogawa (1990). For a

review of the different methodologies and applications of functional versus anatomical

MRI, see Talos et al.,2006. Functional MRI is based on acquiring repeated MR images

of an area of interest, usually in the brain, in order to describe a time serjes. Subtle

changes in the MR images can thus be detected between periods of time when different

tasks are being performed, and these image changes are inferred to reflect the changes in

neuronal activity between the different tasks (Ogawa, 1998, or for a review see Laurjtzen

and Gold, 2003). As a result, fast imaging merhods are preferred (see Figur.e 4), motion

and other sources of signal variance cause confounding effects, and the results can

14



demonstrate only differential changes between tasks being compared. All fMRI methods

are influenced by these requirements. FMRI of the spinal cord (spinal fMRI) is a recent

application of this technology (Yoshizawa et al., 1996; Stroman et al., 1999). The

application of fMRI to the spinal cord requires specific modification to the conventional

brain fMRI methodology, but the theory of conventional brain fMRI applies. In order.to

fufiher the advancement of spinal fMRI, panicular attention to the aÍefact and enor

sources is required (for a review, see Tabor et al., 1998), Although advances have been

made in this area, further work is required before the method is optimal for. clinical

purposes.

Figurc 4: Illustration of a typical fast spin-echo sequence.
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neuronal tissues (Ogawa et al., 1990; Menon et al., 1992). When neuronal firing rates

increase, nerve cell bodies take up more oxygen. To compensate, an over-abundant

incrcase in blood supply to neurons occurs resulting in a decrease in the concentration of

deoxygenated hemoglobin and an increase of oxygenated hemoglobin. When the iron in

the hemoglobin is bound to oxygen it is diamagnetic, whereas iron not bound to oxygen

is paramagnetic (Pauling and Coryell, 1936). Deoxygenated hemoglobin in blood acts as

an MR contrast agent which alters local magnetization relaxation times and this causes

the MR signal to decay more quickly, whereas oxygenated hemoglobin is diamagnetic

and does not contribute to relaxation. At the time of recording, the MRI signal is stronger

fiom metabolically active areas because the signal has not decayed as quickly as in the

adjacent less active tissues. The BOLD changes can be detected with T2* weighted MRI

methods affording indices of local hemodynamic changes that are induced by changes in

neural activity (Ogawa et al., 1992). A brìghtening of the image reflects an increase in

the blood oxygenation and indicates an increase in neuronal activity. A darkening of the

image reflects a decrease in blood oxygenation and indicates a decr.ease in neuronal

activity (Logothetis et al., 2001,2004). However, rhe image intensity changes are subtle,

typically a few percent, in the brain. The MR image intensity, seen as image brightness,

increases as the neuronal spiking rate increases (Logothetis et al., 2001, 2004). The

BOLD contrast changes are larger with T2x-weighted data in gradient-echo imaging than

with T2-weighted data in spin-echo imaging, because T2* is sensitive to magnetic

susceptibility effects in the blood in addition to the transverse relaxation time (T2). This

also makes T2* mo¡e sensitive to magnetic field inhomogeneities at different tissue

intefaces because of the different magnetic susceptibilities of the tissues.

16



Signal Enhancement by Extra vascular rvater Protons Theorv

Another dominant contrast mechanism in spinal fMRI is due to signal

enhancement from extravascular water protons (SEEP) which is morc closely related to

the blood flow increase to the active neural tissues (Stroman et a1.,2002,2003a,b). Other

studies have also confirmed the existence of a second contrast mechanism (Wong et al.,

2004; Li et al., 2005; Ng et al., 2006). When blood flow increases, the inrravascular

pressurc also increases, particularly on the atterial side of the capillary system. This

pressule change alters the nolmal fluid balance and increases fluid movement across

blood vessel walls into extlacellular space, resulting in a slight increase of water protons

near active neural tissues. This movement of water ac¡oss vessel walls into extracellular

space has been shown in PET studies (Ohta et al., 1996; Fujita er al., 1997). Warer.also

accompanies solutes that arc transported across cell membranes, which means that fluid

balance across the membrane can be controlled by active transpoú and passive diffusion.

The movement of ions, such as Na* and K*, across the cell membrane during an action

potential is so small in number that it cannot be expected to contribute to the MR signal,

The water that accompanies these ìons as they cross the cell membrane, however, could

be expected to contribute to the MR signal. Glial cells are also important in MR imaging

because they are 5-10 times more numerous than neurons and occupy about half of the

volume of the central nervous system. Astrocytes, a type of glial cell, serve to maintain

the extracellular concentrations of glutamate (Bouzier-Sore et al., 2002; Pellerin and

Magistretti, 2003). They are involved in taking up glutamate from the synapse,

convefiing it to glutamine, and releasing it back into the synapse for reuptake and

repackaging by the neuron. In the process of taking up glutamate, the astrocytes use
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sodium dependant transporters which move three Na+ and one H* into the cell and one K*

out of the cell, with water moving into the cell during this exchange (Nedergaard et al,

2002). Astrocytes are connected by gap junctions and therefore function as a continuous

large fluid volume, as well. Astrocytes are therefore important in the effective

functioning of a neuron as well as inhibiting propagation of neuronal signalling and

should be considered to play an impoÍant role in fMRI. The impact that astrocyte

function has on fMRI is only recently come into appreciation (for a review, see Raichle &

Minton, 2006). Finally, it is well accepted that glial cells swelling occurs near areas of

neuronal discharge (Andrew and MacVicar, 1994), and this likely contrìbutes as a source

of SEEP contrast.

Hemodvnamic resrronse function

The signal change observed in flr4Rl lags behind the onset of stimulation or motor

activity. The time diffe¡ence between stimulation or activity and the associated neuronal

response is on the order of tens or hundreds of milliseconds. The hemodynamic change

measured by fMRI does not reach its peak for 4 to 8 seconds. The relationship between

the change in neuronal activity and the conesponding hemodynamic change is called the

hemodynamic response function (Haxby, et al., 1998).

Functional MRI of the sr¡inal cord

The application of ÍMRI to the spinal cord is a logical extension of its use in the

brain but has been slow to develop due to the many challenges with the method. There

are now a number of groups that are working on spinal fMRI and the work published has

shown promising results and shows that the difficulties with obtaining functional MR

imaging of the spinal cord can be overcome (Stroman et a1.,2001; Mackey et al., 2003;
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Wong et al.,2004; Brookes et a1.,2004). The use of fMRI for investigating spinal cord

activity is ideal because the spinal cord is contained within the vertebral column and is

otherwise assessable by physical examination techniques or by invasive measures. The

physical examination technique employed by the ASIA assessment scale gives

information legarding cord function but does not give information about the condition of

the spinal cord caudal to an injury.

A number of issues stand in the v/ay of obtaining high quality functional spinal

cord images with fMRL The spinal cord is housed in the vertebr.al column where

magnetic susceptibilities between bone, carlilage and tissue result in different fields

within this matedal and field gradients at the boundaries. These gradients cause

distoftion and loss of signal in MR images. The lungs, which r.un anterior to the spinal

cord along most of its length, also produce these magnetic susceptibiìity issues, as well as

the field distoltion caused by the fluctuation of br.eathing. Cerebrospinaì fluid flows

around the spinal cord and within the spinal canal, which presents another challenge

because of the motion aúefacts induced and because of the motion this causes of the

spinal cord itself. Also, the short (approximately 45 cm) length of the spinal cord and its

small cross section is another problem because a trade off is required between image

resolution and the volume of tissue that can be imaged in an amount of time appropriate

for MR imaging.

The challenges of the small dimensions of the spinal cord are overcome with

appropriate choices of slice orientation, image resolution and slice thickness. The

problem is the need for a high signal to noise ratio (SNR). The small dimensions of the

spinal cord and the distlibution ofthe white and gray matter within being even smaller, as
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well as the sumounding CSF, make it necessary to obtain high resolution data in order to

avoid mixing of gray and white matter and CSF into a voxel. The signal from a voxel

depends on the volume of tissue/fluid it contains and a larger voxel provides a higher

SNR. A balance must be found to produce adequate resolution and an adequate SNR.

Motion is problematic in spinal fMRI. In orde¡ for a comparison to be

meaningful when detecting a signal from a voxel repeatedly in time, the voxel needs to

contain the same volume of tissue consistently thloughout the time ser.ies. Given the

small dimensions of the spinal cord, even slight movement can change the distribution of

gray and white matter and CSF in the voxel. This problem is furlher complicated by the

pulsatile flow of CSF that moves the spinal cord with each heart beat. Nearby tissues

also move and create image artefacts that contribute to confounding the signal, such as

those arising fiom the lungs, heart, and other olgans. To compensate, it is possible to

reduce aÍefacts arising from moving tissues and fluids by use of flow compensation

gradients applied in the rostral-caudal direction. Also, spatial saturation pulses are used

to eliminate signal from regions anterior to the spine. Respiratory gated acquisition was

not used in our studies, as it was not shown to improve the data obtained in previous

proton-density weighted spin-echo imaging studies (Stroman et al., 1999). A recent

article addressed the effects of cardiac gating and showed that the majority of noise in

spinal fMRI is cardiac in origin (Brooks et a1.,2004). However, no steps were taken in

the papers presented herein to correct for this as the investigation into the modelling of

this noise source is cunently in progress.

Despite all of these issues, it has been determined that images of acceptable

quality can be obtained of spinal cord function by using a proton-density weighted spin-
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echo imaging sequence with short echo times. This technique provides the highest image

quality in the spinal cord because it has the least sensitivity to spatial variations in the

static magnetic field arising from magnetic susceptibility differences, which is a major

difficulty with spinal cord imaging. This method does not provide high sensitivity to the

BOLD effect, but does rcveal areas of signal change which correspond to areas of

neuronal activity in the spinal cord, as shown by many groups (Stroman et al., 2003a,b,c;

Wong et a1.,2004; Li et al., 2005; Ng er al., 2006). A spin-echo study by Stroman et al.

(2003b) revealed that fMRI signal changes of 2.5Vo in the spinal cord and 0|7Vo in the

brain were observed at 1.5T, which is extrapolated to an echo time of zero. This study

provided evidence for a non-BOLD contribution, termed SEEP, which is demonstrated to

be three times lalger in the spinal cord than in the brain.

Most spinal fMRI studies have obtained images in axial ofientation. Greater

volume coverage can be obtained with sagittal or coronal orientation slices, though.

Coronally odented images are not appropriate for the human spinal cord because of the

anterior/posterior curvature of the spine. Sagittally oriented images display better

because there is little leflright curvature. Sagittal images will suffer partial volume

effects unless the slice thickness is as thin as possible. In most sagittal odentation images

the range has been 4 to 8 mm (Backes et al., 2001; Madi et al., 2001). Asthespinalcord

is only 16 mm at its widest, partial volume effects would be expected. One proposed

solution to this problem is to obtain contiguous sagittal slices with the thickness set to

minimum, disregarding the SNR. The data is then reformatted into a three dimensional

volume and smoothed across uniform tissue volumes in the rostral-caudal dir.ection. This

will increase the SNR without causing the partial volume effects. Neuronal activity
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related signal changes are detected by computing the correlation between the pixel

intensity time course and a model time course, on a pixel by pixel basis (See Figure 5). A

detailed description of the data analysis can be found in Part Two, as the investigation of

this technique is prcsented in this disser1ation.

Figure 5: An example of how a pixel is determined to be active.
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Development of the spinal fMRI method has been growing steadily since the first

publication describing its feasibility by Yoshizawa et al, in 1996. It wasn't until 1999

that the next spinal fMRI paper was published by Stroman et al. In the past decade, more

work has been published conceming spinal fMRI with human subjects (Yoshizawa et al.,

1996; Stroman et al., 7999,200Ia,b,2002a,b,c,2004,2005; Madi et al., 2001; Backes et
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al.,2001; Komelsen and Stroman, 2004; Ng et a1.,2004; Kollias et a1.,2004; Bergman et

al.,2004a,b; Mackey et a1.,2005; Stracke et a1.,2005; Moffit et al., 2005) and concerning

spinal fMRI with animal studies (Porszasz et al., 1997; ll4alisza et al., 2002, 2003;

Lawrence et a1.,2004; Majcher et al., 2005). The small number of publications in this

area likely reflects the difficulty of acquiring functional images of the spinal cord.

However, the available literature has shown spinal fMRI to be a reliable tool for

assessing spinal cord neuronal function and this technique is currently in use for research

purposes. In order for spinal fMRI to become a practical clinical tool, advances in some

areas ale necessary. Studies thus far have suggested that the use of spinal fMRI for

clinical purposes is conceivable.

Spinal fMRI research has focused on imaging of the cervical and lumbar spinal

cord durÌng sensory and motor stimulation of the hands (Stroman et al., 2001a,b) and

sensory stimulation of the lower leg (Stroman et a1.,2002). Evidence that the signal

changes obselved are related to neuronal activity is provided by the conespondence

between the patterns of activity and established neuroanatomy. In an early study

involving a motor task and sensory stimulation of the hand, spinal fMRI proved reliable

in displaying laterality and spread of activity in the spinal cord (Stroman et al., 2001a). A

finger+apping task elicited ipsilateral activity in the ventraÌ regions sprcad over the C6

and C7 segments and contralateral ventral activity in the C7 segment. Subsequent spinal

fMRI studies have shown that stimulation of specific dermatomes map to the

conesponding spinal cord segments (Stroman ef al., 2002a), and different types of

sensory stimulation have mapped to the analogous gray matter regions (Stroman et al.,

2002c). With thermal stimulation of different dermatomes of the hand and foream, the
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expected levels of the cervical cord were activated accordingly. Activity was detected in

the dorsal hom in segments C'|/C6 ipsilateral to a thermal stimulus applied to the palm of

the hand. Shifting the stimulus to the forearm resulted in activity derecred in the C6lC5

segments and reduced activity in the CilC6 segments (Stroman et a1.,2002a).

Signal intensity changes in the lumbar cord have been observed to depend on the

tempel'ature of cold stimulation, and have shown ma¡ked differ.ences between innocuous

and noxious cold stimulation (Stroman et al,,2002c). Presentation of an innocuous

thermal stimulus to the lower leg (I-zl dermatome) r'esulted in activity of the dorsal hom

(lamina I-V) as well as activity in lamina VIII in the gray matter in the lumbar spinal

cord. This activity was found primarily ipsilateral to the stimulus with a small

contralateral contdbution. A noxious thermal stimulus applied to the lower leg r.esulted

in concentration of activity in the tip of the dorsal horn (lamina fII) in the lumbar cord

ipsilaterally, as well as an increase in lamina X activity and dorsal horn activity

contralaterally. The signal intensity changes recorded at a temperature of 29.C averaged

2.6Vo, increased, slightly to 3.27o at 15"C, but increased dramatically to 7 .OEo at 70"C, 
^

temperature repofted to be uncomfortable to painful by volunteers. A study by Madi et

al. (2001) similarly showed that the magnitude of signal intensity changes in the spinal

cord are dependent on the strength of the stimulus. The rcsults indicated that spinal ÍMRI

was capable of detecting reliable neuronal response to an isometric motor task of the

hand and that the magnitude of the signal change is proportional ro the force applied by

the muscle.

Spinal fMRI is therefore able to detect neuronal activity in the appropriate spinal

cord segments as well as specific gray matter areas in healthy spinal cords. Investigation
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of neuronal response in the cervical and lumbar cord segments to sensory stimulation was

performed initially as this generates fewer imaging difficulties due to volunteer

movement. Neuronal activity in response to a motor stimulus was carried out after the

spinal fMRI method was established as acquiring motion artefact free images proves

more difficult during a movement task. Imaging the cervical cord during a motor task of

the hand effects a lesser degree of movement to the trunk than does a lower limb

movement task, and this was a sensible next step for building to the spinal fMRI

literature.

Spinal fMRI with spinal cord iniured volunteers

In the interest of advancing spinal fMRI towards clinical use, the spinal fMRI

method has been applied to the study of injured spinal cords. The lumbar spinal co¡d was

imaged during noxious thermal stimulation of the L4 dermatome of complete and

incomplete spinal cord injured volunteers (Stloman et a1., 2002c,2004). The signal

intensity changes for the injured groups were of similar magnitude and had a similar time

coulse pattem as those of the healthy group. The areas of activity in gray matter were

altered, however. Compared to the results ofthe healthy spinal cord group, the activity of

the complete injury group was diminished ipsilateral to the stimulus but appeared

enhanced on the contralateral side. Volunteers with complete injuries also showed absent

or decreased dorsal gtay matter activity but enhanced ventral activity particularly on the

contralateral side to the stimulus, as compared to subjects with incomplete injuries, in

response to the cold stimulus. Distribution of activity was not found to differ

substantially between the healthy and incomplete injury groups. This could be accounted

for by a complete intenuption of the descending input to mediate the reflex response in
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the complete spinal cord injured group, that could be partially or completely preserved in

those with incomplete injuries. In the injured spinal cord, results demonstrated neuronal

activity even when subjects could not feel the stimulus. Spinal fMRI is thus useful for

revealing areas of impaired and preserved activity in spinal cord injured patients.

Introduction to phvsiologv

Srrinal cord anatomy

The centl'al nervous system is composed of the brain, brainstem, and spinal cord

(for a review, see Goshgarian, 2003). The spinal cord is composed of gray matter in a

characterjstic butterfly-shape cross-section surrounded by white matter, and two

continuous rows of nerves enteÌ'or exit the cold on each side. These nerves are bundled

together to form spinal nerve roots. Pairs of nerve roots enter on the dorsal side and exit

on the ventral side of the cord. The segmentaì nerves divide outside of the column into

anterior rami which provide information to the front of the body while the posterior rami

supply the back side of the body. Although no obvious boundaries can be seen, the spinal

cord is made up of segments that are defined by the vertebral level at which the

coresponding spinal nerve exits the spinal canal. The spinal co¡d consists of 31

segments: 8 cervical (C), 12 thoracic (T), 5 lumbar (L), 5 sacral (S), and I coccygeal

(Co), which lie within the vertebral canal. Between adjacent vefiebrae therc is an

intervertebral foramina through which the roots enter and exit the column. The cord is

shorter than the vertebral column and so the segments and the similarly numbered

vertebrae do not align. The sensory and motor roots that enter and leave the cord at each

segment do, however, enter and exit at each appfopriately numbered vertebral level. In

the cervical spine, the numbered nerve roots exit above the similarly numbered verlebrae,
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The nerve root that exits between C7 and T1 is numbered C8, which explains why there

are 8 cervical roots and only 7 cervical vertebrae. The remainder of the numbsred nerve

roots exit below the appropriately numbered vertebrae. Most of the lumbar spinal cord

segments are typically aligned with the T12 verteb¡a although this varies from person to

person. The conus medullads, the tapered end of the cold, lies at approximately the Ll

level in an adult human and is anchored to the sacrum by the filum terminale. At the

caudal end of the cord is the cauda equina, which is a collection of the lumbar and sacral

nerves extending down the column beyond the conus medullaris to the interveftebral

foramina through which they exit.

Each spinal nerve innervates a region of body, which allows for a distr-ibution

map of myotomes and dermatomes to be made. The dermatome map represents the area

of body from which a spinal segmental nelve receives sensory information. While each

dematome contains sensory receptors which transmit information predominantly to one

segment of the spinal cord, there is some overlap in the distribution of sensory nerves of

adjacent dermatomes, so that interruption of a single spinal nerve root may cause little

sensory loss. A myotome map outlines the area of the body to which a spinal nerve

provides motor information, which is genelally a group of muscles. Again, there is some

overlap in these maps from one segment to the next. This arrangement is clinically useful

in that sensory or motor impairments confined to a specific area or muscle group

implicates the spinal nerve and segment involved.

Grav matter

In cross section, it is possible to distinguish the gray and white matter of the

spinal cord. The gray matter appears in the middle ofthe cord as a butterfly shape, while
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the white matter surrounds the gray matter. This anangement is converse to that of the

brain, where the gray matter is outer most and the white matter is beneath. The gray

matter may be subdivided into a ventral hom, dorsal hom, and intermediate zone. The

different levels of the cord, in the rostral-caudal direction, are distinguishable by the size

and shape of these matters, most noticeable in the celvical and lumbar enlargements. The

enlargements of the cervical and lumbar cord reflect the greater number of nerve cell

bodies and synapses in the gray matter, which give rise to the brachial and lumbosacral

plexi, which innervate the upper and lower limbs, respectively.

The cross section of the gray matter is mapped into lamina, based on the

concentlation of certain cell types found in each area. The lamina have been labeled I

through X, by Rexed (1952, 1954) and although this work was orìginally done on a cat

spinal cord, the same general notation is still used today for human spinal co¡d. The

laminae I-VI are found in the dorsal horns and are involved primarily in sensory

information, with noxious stimuli concentrated at the tips of the horns in laminae I and II.

Lamina VII is medial, or lateral, horn in the thoracic levels, and is primarily involved in

interneuron activity. Lamina VIII and IX are located in the ventral homs, involved

primarily in motor activity. Lamina X suffounds the central canal and is also involved

with intemeuron activity.

The dorsal horn of the spinal gray matter receives afferent input from axons in the

dorsal nerve roots. The cell bodies for these axons Ìie in the dorsal root ganglia that are

located in the intervertebral fo¡amina along the dorsal roots. The dorsal root has two

divisions. The lateral division contains small diameter fibers mediating sensation for

pain and temperature, whereas the medial division contains large diameter fibers
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mediating other sensory modalities such as touch and proprioception. The axons canying

different sensory modalities terminate and synapse in different lamina within the dorsal

horn or pass through it to enter ascending tracts. The afferent fibers mediating the stretch

reflex pass through the dorsal hom to synapse on motor neurons and intemeurons in the

ventral horn. In the thoracic and upper lumbar region, the intermediate zone also

contains the nucleus dorsalis, which receives input flom the muscle spindles and joint

receptors. This infolmation is lelayed ipsilaterally in the spinal white matter in the

posteriol spinocerebellar tracl.

Figure 6: Transverse section of spinal cord illustrating descending and ascending white

matter tracts and gray matter lamina.
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White matter

The white matter of the spinal cord is divided into thlee major regions; the

posterior, lateral, and anterior funiculi. The white matter is comprised of the myelinated

axons of the neurons in the cord. These axons tend to run together in what are called
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tracts, each can'ying a specific type of information or involved with a certain type of

function. For example, in the dorsal aspect of the cord runs the ascending tract called the

posterior column medial lemniscus tract (PCML), which is further divided into the

fasciculus cuneatus and the fasciculus gracilis. These tracts convey information

regarding position and movement, as well as touch and vibration sense. The lateral

aspect of the cord, from dorsal to ventral, contains the posterior spinocerebellar tract

which conveys information impoÍant for mediating smooth control of movement, and the

spinothalamic tract which is involved primarily in pain and temperature sensation, for

example. There are a number of other ascending tracts as well, such as the spinotectal

and spinoolivary tracts within the lateral funiculi. The clinically impoftant descending

tracts of the white matter include the lateral corticospinal tract which is involved in

voluntary movement, and the rubrospinal tract for facilitating flexol. motor neuron

activity, and the lateral vestibulospinal tract which is important in facilitating extensor

muscle tone to maintain upright position and balance. There are other descending tracts

as well, such as the tectospinal tract o¡ reticulospinal tracts. Close to the gray matter

there are propriospinal tracts in the white matter, in which intraspinal axons run in a

loslral-caudal direction and integrate infomation between segments into reflex patterns.

This results in both crossed and uncrossed pathways that connect neurons in one part of

the spinal cord with those in others. These propriospinal tracts play a role in reflex

activity, cyclic patterns of activity, and pattern generation within the spinal cord.

Relevant white matter pathways

The following ascending and descending tracts are expected to be recruited during

participation in the tasks in my studies. Therefore, a detailed description of the pathways
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is given here (for a complete review of the following ascending and descending tracts,

see Goshgarian, 2003).

Ascendinq tracts

The posterior columns consist of the medially located fasciculus gracilis and the

laterally located fasciculus cuneatus. Each contains myelinated sensory fiber axons from

the dorsal roots. The axons within the posterior columns have a somatotopic organization

where fibers originating caudally (lumbar and sacral cord segments) a¡e located medially

in the fasciculus gracilis and those originating more rostrally (thoracic and cervical

segments) have axons in the fasciculus cuneatus. The axons ascend uncrossed in the

postedor columns to synapse with second-order neurons in the gracile and cuneate nuclei

in the medulla, Axons from these nuclei tlavel rostrally to decussate and ascend as the

medial lemniscus. These synapse in the ventral posterolatelal nucleus of the thalamus on

neurons that send their axons to the cortex. The posterior columns transmit information

concerned with the position and movement of the extremities.

Situated within the lateral funiculi, the spinothalamic tract is well known for its

transmission of pain and temperature sensation, however, this tract also conveys

information regarding less discrjminative tactile sensation such as light touch and firm

pressure. The fibers which give ¡ise to the spinothalamic tract enter the dorsal hom

through the medial division of the dorsal rootlets, and synapse on tract cells in the

nucleus proprius ìn lamina IV and V-VL The axons cross the midline in the ventral white

commissure and continue through the ventral horn to ascend in the spinothalamic tract in

the ventrolateral funiculi. The spinothalamic tracts are somatotopically organized such

that the sacral fibe¡s run laterally and the cervical fibers run medially. Within the b¡ain,
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the spinothalamic tract axons synapse in the ventral posterolateral nucleus and the

posterior intralaminar nuclei of the thalamus.

Proprioceptive information of the lower limbs is obtained via receptors of the

muscle spindles, joints and tendons and is relayed via the spinocerebellar tract. The

neurons of the dorsal spinocerebellar tract originate in the nucleus thoracicus, or Clarke's

column, which is located in lamina VII at the Tl through L3 levels. These ascend

ipsilaterally and enter the cerebellum via the inferior cerebellar peduncles. These

neurons also provide proprioceptive information from the lower limb to the ventral

posterolateral nucleus of the thalamus through nucleus z in the medulla. The ventral

spinocerebellar tract fibers arise from the ventral horn of the lumbosacral segments and

the base of the dorsal holn. They cross initially and run close to the cord surface as far as

the midbrain, where they tur¡ into superior cerebellar peduncles to enter the cerebellum.

They recross within the cerebellar white matte[, and so both the dorsal and ventral

spinocerebellar tracts provide ipsilateral proprioceptive information to the cerebellum

from the lower limbs. The prìmary afferent fibels that enter the cord from the lumbar or

saclal roots bifurcate into ascending and descending branches in the dorsal funiculus. It

is the ascending branch that travels up the spinal cord and terminates in the nucleus

dorsalis. The descending branch of the primary afferent teminates in gray matter to

establish connections for spinal reflexes.

Descendinq tracts

A number of corlical structures give origin to the descending tracts, which form

motor pathways between some of the motor centers in the brain and the motor neurons in

the ventral hom of the spinal cord. Brain structures that ale motor in function include
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Brodmanns areas 4 and 6 in the primary motor cortex, the red nucleus, substantia nigra,

colpus striatum, cerebellum, vestibular nuclei, inferior olivary nucleus, midbrain tectum,

and reticular formation. About one third of the fibers arise from the motor cortex of the

precentral gyrus (Brodmanns area 4), the remainder primarily from premotor and other

plecentral areas. The descending pathways are classified as either pyramidal or

extrapyl'amidal pathways. The pathway involved in the conh'ol of voluntary movement is

the corticospinal tract. The corticospinal neurons ale located in the cerebral coÍex and

their axons descend to teminate \ryithin the spinal cold, either directly on lower motor

neurons ol on interneurons within the gray matter. After passing into the medullary

pyramids, approximately 807a of the cofticospinal fibers decussate to form the lateral

corticospinal tract, which is in the dorsal portion of the lateral funiculus. Within the gray

matter, colticospinal axons terminate in lamina IV-VII in the dorsal and ventral horns and

in the intermediate gray matter. Some coúicospinal neurons synapse directly with motor

neurons in lamina IX, however, the majority synapse with intemeurons. This distribution

of termination of corticospinal neurons therefore contributes to activity in both the ventral

and dolsal homs. The somatotopic organization of these tracts has the fibe¡s controlling

lumbar and sacral muscles running in the lateral aspect of the tracts, while fibers

controlling cervical muscles run ventromedially. Approximately l07o of the

corticospinal fibers do not decussato but rather descend in the spinal cord ipsilaterally in

the anterior corticospinal tract within the anterio¡ funiculus of the spinal cord white

matter. These fibers cross the midline in the anterior white commissure to terminate in

the ventromedial potion of the contralateral ventral hom.
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A number of subcortical structures in the brain give rise to the descending tracts

that connect to lower motor neurons that are concerned with automatic movements, such

as walking, posture, and movement of muscle groups. The rubrospinal, tectospinal,

vestibulospinal, reticulospinal and olivospinal tracts do not pass through the pyramid of

the medulla as they descend through the brainstem into the spinal cord and so are called

extrapyramidal pathways. The major nonpyramidal pathways located in the anterior

funiculus of the spinal cord are the reticulospinal tracts and the vestibulospinal tlact.

These pathways innelvate axial musculature and control muscle tone, reflex activity,

posture, and balance. The vestibulospinal tract arises from the lateral vestibular nucleus

(Dieter's nucleus) in the rostlal part of the medulla and descends without decussating to

control the muscles which maintain normal posture and balance. The reticulospinal tracts

arise from the pontine and medullary reticular formation and are concemed with

regulating automatic movements in locomotion.

Motor neurons

The fibers of the corticospinal tract synapse on motor neurons within the ventral

hom. These neurons give rise to the nerve fibers that leave the cord by way of the

anterior roots and innervate the skeletal muscle fibers. These neurons are composed of

the larger (o) and smaller (y) motor neurons (see Gordon and Ghez, 1991). The cr motor

neurons give rise to large type ACx nerve fibers that innervate extrafusal muscle fibers.

The (x' motor neurons are important in mediating individual muscle movements. The y

motor neurons are much smaller neurons that transmit impulses through type Ao fibers to

small skeletal muscle fibers called intrafusal fibers. The y system is impofant in setting

the gain of the spindles and also for maintaining muscle tone through supraspinal input.
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Stimulation of a single nerve fiber can excite from as few as three to as many as several

hundred skeletal muscle fibers, and these fibers are collectively called a motor unit.

Corticospinal tract fibers terminate predominantly on intemeurons. The signals from the

corticospinal tract are integrated in an intemeuron pool with signals from other spinal

tracts or spinal nerves before they synapse with motol neurons to control the skeletal

muscle.

The contlol of muscle function requires both the excitation of the muscle by the

motor neurons as well as continuous sensory feedback of information from each muscle

to the spinal cord, giving the status of the muscle at each instant. This is accomplished in

two ways: the muscles and their tendons are supplied with two types of sensory leceptors.

The muscle spindles are distributed throughout the middle of the muscle and they send

infomation to the nervous system about either the muscle length or rate of change of its

length. The golgi tendon organs are located in the muscle tendons and transmit

information about tendon tension or the rate of change of tension. These receptors

transmit infomation to the spinal cord, which relays the information to the cerebellum

and the cerebral cortex. The primary ending of a muscle spindle is supplied by a large

myelinated fiber classified as group Ia fiber. This primary ending is responsive both to

the rate of stretch of the spindle (dynamic response) and to the new length (static

response). The secondary endings are supplied by afferent fibers of intermediate size, the

group II fibers (Gordon and Chez, 1991). Golgi tendon organs are located in the

connective tissue of the muscle tendons and aponeuroses, and their terminals intertwine

among bundles of collagen. Their afferent fibers are large myelinated axons classified as

group Ib fibers. They respond at a high threshold to passive muscle stretch, but at a low
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threshold to the contraction of muscle fibers ending on the tendon containing the

receptor.

The spindle is built around the small intrafusal muscle fibers that are attached to

the surrounding large extrafusal skeletal muscle fibers. The central region of each of

these intrafusal fibers has either no or few actin and myosin filaments and therefore does

not contract. The end portions that do contract are excited by small y motor nerve fibers

that originate from the small y motor neurons (Gordon and Ghez, 1991). When the

midportion of the spindle strctches, the receptor is stimulated. Thus, the muscle spindle

receptor can be excited in two ways. By lengthening the whole muscle, the midportion of

the spindle will stretch and therefore excite the leceptor. Even if the length of the entire

muscle does not change, contraction of the end poÍions of the spindle's intrafusal fibers

will stretch the midportions of the fibers to excite the leceptor. When there is even a

slight amount of nerve excitation under normal conditions, the muscle spindles emit

sensory nerve impulses continuously. Stretching the muscle spindles increase the rate of

firing, whereas shortening the spindle decrcases this rate of firing (Gordon and Ghez,

1991). Thus, the spindles can send to the spinal co¡d either positive signals, that is, an

inc¡eased number of impulses indicates an increasing stretch of a muscle, or negative

signals, a decreased number of impulses below the normal level indicates that the muscle

is being unstretched.

The muscle spindle also plays a role in voluntaly movement. Whenever signals

arc transmitted from the motor coftex or from any other area of the brain to the o motor

neurons, in most instances, the y motor neurons are stimulated simultaneously, an effect

called co- activation of the cx and y motor neurons (Gordon and Ghez, 1991). This causes
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both the extrafusal and the intrafusal muscle fibers to contract at the same time. The

purpose of contracting the muscle spindle fibers at the same time that the large skeletal

muscle fibers contract is twofold: first, it keeps the length of the receptor portion of the

muscle spindle from changing and thercfore keeps the muscle spindle from opposing the

rnuscle contraction. Second, it maintains damping function of the muscle spindle

regardless of change in muscle length.

Reflexes

An example of muscle spindle function at wolk is seen during the stretch reflex

(see Gordon and Ghez, l99l). When a muscle is stretched, excitation of the spindles

causes reflex contraction of the large extrafusal muscle fibers of the homonymous and

synergistic muscles. The type Ia nerve fiber in the muscle spindle enters the dorsal root

of the spinal cord and synapses directly with motor neurons in the ventral horn that send

nerve fibers back to the homonymous muscle. This monosynaptic path\¡/ay allows a

reflex to occur with the shortest possible delay back to the muscle after excitation of the

spindle. Some type II fibers from the secondary spindle endings also terminate

monosynaptically v/ith the anterior motor neurons. However, most of the type II fibers

(and many collaterals from the Ia fibers from the primary endings) terminate on

intemeurons in the cord gray matter, and these transmit signals to the motor neurons.

Because these connections are polysynaptic they are of longer duration.

A negative stretch reflex also occurs when a muscle is suddenly shortened. If the

muscle is taut, a sudden release of the load on the muscle that causes the muscle to

shorten will elicit reflex muscle inhibition rather than reflex excitation. This negative

stretch reflex acts to oppose the shortening of the muscle in the same way that the
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positive stretch reflex opposes the lengthening of the muscle. The purpose of the stretch

reflex then serves to maintain the length of a muscle and to provide the damping function

that prevents jerkiness of movements.

The flexor reflex causes flexion of a limb in response to a sudden painful

stimulus, which serves to withdraw the limb away from the stimulus to avoid tissue

damage. A crossed extensor reflex can also occur which accompanies the flexor reflex

by promoting extension of the contralateral limb in response to a stimulus that has caused

flexion in a limb, which serves to keep the person from falling over. These reflexes are

suppressed as a result of activity in descending tracts in healthy people, but can be

troublesome for spinal cord injured patients due to lack of descending modulation.

Blood Supplv to the Spinal Cord

The spinal cord is supplied by three branches of the verterbral atteries and from

those by a number of radicular artelies that arise from segmental vessels (see Goshgarian,

2003). The three main arteries are the anterior spinal arlery and a pair of posterior spinal

arteries. The anterior spinal artery lies on the anterior sudace of the cord and gives rise

1o the sulcal arteries that enter the cord through the anterior median fissure to supply the

anterior two thirds of the cord. The posterior spinal arleries descend on the posterior

surface of the cord medial to the posterior roots, and supply the posterior one third of the

cord. The lateral funiculi are supplied by an anastomosis between the anterior and

posterior spinal arteries called the artedal vasocorona.

The anterior spinal artery is most commonly formed in the region of the foramen

magnum or upper cervical spine from branches of the vertebral arteries. The radicular

artedes accompany each spinal nerve root, with some serving as tributaries to the anterior
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spinal altery. The artery of Adamkiewicz is recognized as the Ìargest and most constant

radicular artery in the region. It is an unpaired aftery located on the left side in two thirds

of all cases. It is usually found at the spinal ¡oot of Ll or L2 and is a major source of

blood flow to the anterior spinal artery region. The antedor spinal artery gives rise to a

number of sulcal branches that enter the anterior median fissure and then divide into left

and right branches to perfuse the gray matter and central white matter. The artedal

vasocorona surounds the spinal cord to provide another source of blood flow, Through

these two arterial systems, the anterior spinal artery serve the anterior and lateral hom,

the base of the dorsal horn and the central gray matter, and the antedor and lateral

funiculi.

The paired postelior spinal afieries form a network of blood vessels. Rostrally,

the posterior spinal arteries arise from the vertebral or the posterior inferjor cerebellar

aÍeries. Caudally, they adse from radicular arterìes. In the cervical region, the blood

flow is directed caudally, but in the tholacic and lumbar spine blood flows in the rostral

direction. The posterior spinal arteries supply the posterior columns and lateral aspects of

the dorsal horns.

The venous system follows a similar pattem to that of the afterial system. An

antedor spinal vein is fed by sulcal veins and accompanies the anterior spinal artery. A

single prominent median postedor draining vein is located near the posterior median

septum. Radicular veins drain the anterior and postedor median veins. As is the case

with radicular arteries, some of these veins are more prominent than others; in the lumbar

region the most prominent vein is the vena radicularis magna. A network of veins called

the intemal veÍebral venous plexus courses in the epidural space.
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Sninal Cord Iniurv

Lesions of the spinal cord can result from trauma, degenerative or demyelinating

disorders such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) or syringomyelia, tumor or

infection, or vascular insult. Spinal cord transection can result from penetrating wounds,

or by spinal flacture or dislocation as seen in traffic accidents or diving accidents (Byme

et al, 2000). A complete transection results in the total loss of sensation and voluntary

movement below the lesion site, however, a complete transaction is a rarity. If a lesion is

at the upper celvical level, tetraplegia results, with both upper and lower limbs affected.

If a lesion is below the cervical segments, paraplegia results, with only the lower limbs

affected. Lesions affecting the lower motor neurons rcsult in a flaccid paralysis of the

affected muscles, impailed tendon reflexes and progressive atrophy of the muscles. This

is refen'ed to as a lower motor neuron syndrome. Lesions in the cortex or cerebral

hemisphere, the brainstem, or in the descending white matter tracts of the spinal cord

result in an upper motor neuron syndrome. The symptoms of an upper motor neuron

lesion include paralysis and spasticity with exaggerated tendon reflexes.

The basis for loss of function after injury is ¡ooted in the absence of nerve

impulse conduction through the lesion in the injured white matter (see Borgens, 2003 for

a review). As the white matter tracts ofthe cord are the processes ofthe nerve cell bodies

that camy the sensory and motor information to and from the brain and the rest of the

body, disruption of these tracts results in a deficit or impairment of the function that tract

was camying. Should the spinothalamic tract be lesioned, for example, the sensation of

pain and temperature would be impaired from areas innervating the cord below the injury

site. Damage to gray matter causes a more local impairment. For example, the motor
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unit that supplies a muscle, especially the large muscles of the limbs, is supplied by

motor neurons contained in several contiguous spinal cord segments. A lesion to an

individual segment of the cord, then, would normally cause muscle weakness or paresis,

rather than paralysis. Damage to gray matter, therefore, results in an area of weakness

whereas damage to a white mattel'tract results in a clearer separation of functioning and

nonfunctioning sensory and/or motor abilities.

Spinal cord injury also causes damage to involuntary functions such as voiding

reflexes, breathing, and control of blood pressure. The comparlmentalization of

involuntat'y function of the autonomic nervous system can be problematic. For example,

the vagal nerve is paft of the parasympathetic system that exits the vertebral column

within the neck legion. The sympathetic countelpaft to this is located at thoracic co¡d

levels. Thelefole, an injury in the cervical cord would anatomically separate the two

circuits that usually work together to balance heart activity. This disconnection rcsults in

autonomic dysreflexia, which is manifest as a dangerously uncontrolled spiking of blood

pressure due to unopposed sympathetic stimulation. Similarly, bowel and bladder

function are modulated by descending supraspinal inhibition to control voiding. The

interruption of coordination of reflexes for voiding can cause incontinence and high

pressure voiding. Brcathing is controlled by the díaphragm with ths aid of accessory

musculature, the intercostal rib muscles and abdominal muscles. The diaphragm is

innervated by C3-5, and thus people with injuries C4 and distal will retain independent

breathing, however impaired due to the latter two muscles loss of innervation. Injury to

C3 and above results in diaphragm paralysis and therefore the use of a ventilato¡ is

required to assist breathing.
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Initially following injury, there is usually a period of spinal shock that can last

from a few days to several weeks. In this time, all somatic and visceral reflex activity is

absent. In suprasacral injuries these reflexes retum, often accompanied by the spasticity

of muscles and exaggerated tendon reflexes. The lower limbs can assume a position of

flexion because of vestibulospinal tract damage, as this tract is involved in extensor

stimulation. Damage to the cord is usually confined to a single segment and the

condition of the cord immediately adjacent to the injury is usually unaffected for the

period of spinal shock. However, injury to the affected cells is followed by cell death in

the glay matter and secondary axotomy and wallerian degeneration in the white matter

(Tator, 2002). Secondary injury results from the cell membrane being damaged. Ionic

derangement is the result of the cell membrane damage, causing the mixing of ions across

the membrane, specifically unregulated entry of Ca** into the neurons or axons. This ion

imbalance alone is known to destabilize the cytoskeleton, degrade microfilaments,

destabilize the integrity of the memb¡ane and tum off axoplasmic transpoÉ (Borgens,

2003). At the same time, Na* is also moving in the wrong direction, as the Na+/Ca++

exchanger begins to work in reverse due to the effects of the elevated Ca** levels. In

addition to this, glucose and oxygen deprivation occurs which contributes to the tissue

damage during secondary injury (Borgens, 2003).

Spinal Cord Iniurv Assessment

The location of a lesion can be determined based on a patient's reflexes and

neurological examination. Stretch reflexes of the biceps (C5l6), triceps (C6-8),

quadriceps (L2-4), and gastrocnemius (S1/2) can be used to determine the general

condition of the spinal nerves and segments. Absent reflexes suggest a lower motor
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neuron disorder or damage at that level, whereas exaggerated reflexes suggest an upper

motor neuron disorder or damage above that level. A commonly used measure is the

American Spinal Injury Association (ASIA) Impairment scale (2000), which utilizes the

distribution of dermatomes and myotomes to indicate the lesion location. The ASIA

assessment involves systematically testing specific dermatomes and myotomes to

determine the level and extent of the spinal cord injury. This is accomplished by

calculating left and right side sensory and motor scores. These four scores combined

give the neurological level which is an indication of the most caudal segment of the cord

with normal preserved function on both sides of the cord. The levels are determined by

testing a key sensory point within each of the 28 dermatomes on each side of the body,

and a key muscle within each of 10 myotomes of each side of the body. Sensation is

tested by sensitivity to pin prick and to light touch and is scored on a three-point scale

conesponding to absent, impaired, ol normal sensation. The strength of key muscles is

scorcd on a six-point scale ranging from total paralysis through normal active full range

of movement against resistance. The classification of incomplete' or 'complete' is made

based on whethe¡ partial preservation of sensory and/or motor function is found below

the neurological level and includes retained function of the lowest sacral segment. A

'complete' injury classification is used when there is an absence of sensory and motor

function in the lowest sacral segment. Thus, retained sensation or voluntary contraction

of the anal sphincter determines the complete versus incomplete classification.

The ASIA Impairment Scale, however, further distinguishes the injuries into the

following categories. ASIA A represents a complete injury, with no sensory or motor

function preserved in the sacral segments. This ASIA A classification is based on testing
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of sensory (light touch and pin prick) and motor (strength) function only, and does not

take into account possible retained function of other spinal tracts. ASIA B represents an

incomplete injury with sensory but not motor function preserved below the neurological

level and includes the lowest sacral segment. ASIA C represents an incomplete injury

with motor function preserved below the neurological level and more than half of the key

muscles involved have a scorc of less than three. ASIA D l'epresents an incomplete

injuly with motor function preserved below neurological level and at least half of the key

muscles have a muscle score greater than or equal to three. ASIA E represents normal

sensory and motor function.

Although the ASIA Impairment Scale is useful in that it is an intemationally

recognized method of assessing the extent of damage in the spinal cord, there are a

number of issues that require attention. One issue with ASIA is that it is a physical

examination which requires a conscious, willing and able participant in the examination.

This may not always be the situation. In addition, a patient may be inhibited by factors

such as pain or impaired by unrelated physical issues. Regardless of patient participation,

some myotomes are not clinically testable with this method, such as the Cl through C4,

T2 through Ll, and 52 through 55 segments. For these segments, the motor level can

only be assumed the same as the sensory level. For the myotomes that can be tested with

this method, the scorìng of muscle strength is subjective. When a score of three is given,

it is assumed that the muscle has intact innervation by the more rostral of the innervating

segments, as long as the next rostral segment has a score of five. This scoring is based on

the examiner's judgment, and although this is a subjective measure, the ASIA

examination has good inteFrater reliability. Therefore, given that the patient is able to
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participate in the examination and the best possible estimation is made regarding the

sensory and motor levels, a neurological level can be assessed. However, no information

is obtained regarding the condition of the cord below the most caudal functioning

segments.

Recoverv of function strateqies

Injury in the CNS is catastrophic because of its inability to lepair itself. This is

because of a lack of sustained nerve regeneration and failule to fol'm new functional

synapses. Research conceming possible treatment fol spinal cord injury is advancing in a

number of different directions (Young, 2000; Tator, 2002; Brunelli, 2005). Restoring,

repail'ing, and regenerating are a few of the strategies cunently under investigation, as

described in Borgens (2003). Restoration aims to use some of the anatomically spared

tissue remaining after an injury. Even in a seemingly complete neurologic injury, there

may still be a small amount of spared, although nonfunctioning, white matter. The white

matter is nonfunctional because of its inability to conduct nerve impulses, likely due to

loss of myelination, ionic derangement and autoimmune attack. The goal of restoration is

to encourage nerve impulse conduction in the spared white matter. One such method

involves the use of a fast potassium channel blocker, 4-aminopyridine (4-AP), which is

theorized to improve conduction through white matter, has shown some promise in

clinical trials (Shi et al., 1997), however large scale studies have failed to show

significant improvements (DeForge et al., 2004). This failure to provide significant

outcome differences is likely due to the lack of a sensitive measure to objectify change.

Repair strategies aim to reverse or stop progt'essive destruction of the neuÌal mechanisms

at the lesion site. These strategies are geared to interfere with the processes of secondary
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injury as they occur. The use of a Ca** channel blocker in an attempt to ward off the

destructive sequence of events that follow the unregulated movement of these ions is one

such strategy (Pointillart et al., 2000). Regeneration strategies include peripheral nerve

bridges, tlansplantation of fetal nervous tissue onto spinal cord lesions (Reier et al., 1988,

2002a,b) or inseÍion of stem cells (Vescovi and Snyder, 1999). These strategies will

only be of use if they are able to not only sulvive the transplantation and fo¡m new cells,

but also leconnect with existing structurcs to form new pathways for nerve impulse

conduction. One other promising area of ¡esearch in the hope of spinal cold injury

recovery is the idea of inhibiting the innate inhibitors of nerve regeneration (Schwab and

Baftholdi, 1996).

Specific Ohiectives

The purpose of this disserlation is to contribute to the development of spinal fMRI

as a tool for investigating spinal cord physiology. To this end, I propose to test the

efficacy of spinal fMRI during motor stimulation of the lower limbs with a healthy and

spinal cord injured population. A number of issues need to be addressed: In addition to

any information obtained regarding the neuronal activity of the healthy and injured spinal

cords during the motor tasks, establishing spinal fMRI also involves the improvement of

the imaging method with the use of sagittal orientation, determining if the motor study

with the spinal cord injured people shows results comparable to the ASIA scale

classification for each participant and in agreement with their recorded motor abilities,

the comparison of the healthy and injured groups to determine whether spinal fMRI is

capable of detecting differences between the two groups, and to determine the optimal

analysis methodology for spinal fMRI. Details for these objectives follows.
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Part 1: Spinal fMRI with healthy subiects

This work was submitted as MSc equivalent for transfer to PhD program.

þ¡!!qþ: It is unknown if spinal fMRI is capable of detecting neuronal actvity in

response to a lower limb movement task. Previous spinal fMRI studies have focused on

either the upper limbs for motor activity studies or the upper and lower limbs for sensory

activation studies, as these impart less movement to the trunk of the body and therefore

less motion artefacts. A lower limb movement study has not yet been undertaken as the

development of spinal fMRI is in its infancy and not all areas have been investigated to

date. Movement of the lower limbs is understandably an undesirable first choice for'

developing spinal functional imaging, as the problems associated with motion during

fMRI are expected to be substantial. An MR compatible pedaling device was specifically

designed fol investigating lower limb movement tasks in this study. This study,

therefore, aims to test the pedaling device, to determine if the neuronal activity observed

conesponds to the relevant known physiology, and to assess whether spinal fMRI is

sensitive enough to detect neuronal differences between different movement tasks.

EyE]b¡Ê: Spinal fMRI will be able to detect appropriate sites of neuronal activity in

the lumbar spinal cold of healthy volunteers with the use of the pedaling device and will

be sufficiently sensitive to detect a difference in areas of neuronal activity elicited during

participation in active and passive movement tasks.

Part 2: Development of improved spinal fMRI with sagittal slices

þ1!!qþ: Spinal fMRI has a serious weakness that needs to be amended in order for

spinal fMRI to become a valuable clinical and research tool. The majority of spinal fMRI

studies have been completed with images in the axial orientation, resulting in a very
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small area of cord imaged. Increased areas of viewing and optimal efficiency of magnet

time use are great improvements for spinal fMRI both clinically and for research

purposes. Attempts at a larger view have been made in the past with sagittal orientation

imaging but these attempts have met with poor results. The slice thickness used in the

previous studies has been too large, and the resulting images therefore suffer from parlial

volume effects from a low sensitivity to neuronal activity related signal changes. In order

for spinal fMRI to be practical for research and clinical use, a larger extent of cord must

be observed, but adequate temporal resolution must be preserved. A method of obtaining

such images is ploposed. The information obtained in this study is two-fold. In addition

to testing the sagittal imaging method, furthel validation of the spinal ÍMRI technique is

obtained, with imaging of the celvical spinal cord during thermal stimulation.

HlpSlhg!¡S: The ploposed sagittaì imaging method will be effective in increasing the

extent of spinal cord that can be imaged at one time with continued high lesolution. The

neuronal activity observed will correspond to known physiology in response to thermal

stimulation.

Part 3: Spinal fMRI of spinal cord iniured subiects during a motor tåsk

Rationale: Spinal fMRI has proved useful in detecting neuronal activity in healthy and

injured subjects during sensory stimulation and in healthy subjects while performing a

motor task. However, spinal fMRI of the injured spinal cord during a lower limb motor

task is unexplored and requires investigation. This study will provide infotmation

regarding neuronal activity elicited during an active motor task and during a passive

motor task, as well as provide information for detemining differences in signal intensity

changes and pattems of neuronal activity in subjects with incomplete and complete
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injuries and for comparison with previously collected data with healthy volunteers.

Individual data sets will be analyzed to see if spinal fMRI is sensitive enough with this

method and imaging technique to be used as clinical diagnostic tool.

Ey@: Spinal fMRI will be able to detect neuronal activity below the site of injury

in the lumbar spinal cord of spinal cord injured participants during motor activity, and

these differences in neuronal activity wilì correspond with the task performed and with

the exlent of the volunteers injury.

Paper 4: Cluster Analvsis of Soinal ÍMRI of a Les Motor Task

B3]!¡@þ: Paradigm dependent statistical methods such as conelation analysis or t-tests

are commonly used in analyzing fMRI data. A statistical analysis method that is

independent of the paradigm is desirable when you do not want to impose any bias on the

data. Clustering is one such method used to supplement colrelation ol' t-test analyses.

Clustedng groups pixels together based on their signal intensity time courses or

magnitude of signal intensity change from baseline. These clusters can be displayed to

demonstrate their locations and thereby identify spatial relationships that exist between

the pixels. Spatial and temporal relationships between pixels provide confidence that the

mechanisms contributing to the signal intensity changes are related and also help to

identify these mechanisms. Therefore, cluster analysis can be used to discover structules

in data without the requirement of fitting to a study paradigm and without providing any

explanation as to their cause.

Hypothesis: Cluster analysis of spinal fMRI data will help to identify and separate true

positive activations from false positive activations.
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. Abstractl

This study applies spinar 
'MRI 

to the lumbar spinal cord during rower rimb motor
activity Dudng active ankle movement, activity was detected in the rumbar spinar cord
motor areas and sensory areas birateraty. During passive ankre movement, activity was
detected in the motor and sensory areas in lower lumbar spinal cord segments, and motor
activity in higher lumba. spinal cord segments. Spinal ftr4Rl detects patterns of activity
consistent with known physiology and can be used to rcriabiy assess activity in the
lumbar spinal cord during lowe¡ limb motor stimulation. This study affirms spinal 

'MRIas an effective tool for assessìng spinal cord function and increases its potential as a
clinical tool.

Key rvords: Spinal fMRI; spinal cord; motor; human; imaging
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Introduction

Previous work with functional magnetic resonance imaging of the spinal cord (spinal

fMRI) has shown that it is a reliable tool for assessing condition and localizing activity in

both healthy and injured spinal cords (1-4). To date, spinal fMRI has proven to be useful

in investigating sensory and motor activity in the cervical spinal cord and sensory activity

in the lumbar spinal cord. The present study is the first to apply spinal fMRI to the

lumbal spinal cold during lower limb motor activity.

Spinal fMRI reveals neuronal function indirectly by way of changes in blood flow

and blood oxygen levels that occur near metabolically active gray mattel, as with

conventional fMRI of the brain (5-7). Blood oxygen-level dependant contrast is linked to

the metabolic activity that occurs in active neuronal tissues. When neuronal firing lates

increase, nerve cell bodies take up more ox¡1gen. To compensate, an over-abundant

increase in blood Éupply to neurons occurs resulting in a decrease in the concentration of

deoxygenated hemoglobin. 'Deoxygenated hemoglobin in blood acts as a MR contrast

agent that causes the MR signal to decay quickly. At the time of recording, the MRI

signal is stronger from metabolically active areas because the signal has not decayed as

quickly as in the adjacent less active tissues. The MR image intensity increases as the

spiking rate increases (8). However, the more dominant contrast mechanism in spinal

fMRI is due to signal enhancement from extravascular water protons (SEEP) which is

more closely related to the blood flow increase to the active neural tissues (9-ll). When

blood flow increases, the intfavascular plessufe also increases, particularly on the arterial

side of the capillary system. This pressure change alters the normal fluid balance and

inc¡eases movement across blood vessel walls into extracellular space, resulting in a
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slight increase of water protons near active neural tissues. This is a normal physiological

process and serves to compensate for the absence of lymphatics in the central nervous

system. Spinal fMRI is able to detect both primary neuron activity as well as intemeuron

activity in spinal cord gray matter. The sensitivity to pdmary neuron and interneuron

activity allows for mapping of sensory and motor activity as well as reflex activity.

With spinal fMRI, stimulation of specific dermatomes has been shown to map to

the comesponding spinal cord segments, and different types of sensory stimulation have

mapped to the analogous gray matter regions (1,2,4). Previous work has focused on

imaging of the cervical spinal cord during sensory and motor stimulation of the hands, as

well as lumbar spinal cord imaging during sensory stimulation of the lower leg. Results

have shown activity in the celvical cord dorsal hom and the lumbal cord dorsal hom, and

these areas con'elate to sensory stimulation of the hand and lower leg, respectively. In a

study involving a motor task and sensory stimulation of the hand, spinal fMRI also

proved reliable in displaying laterality and spread of activity in the spinal cord (4).

Signal intensity changes in the lumbar cord have also been observed to depend on the

temperature of cold stimulation, and have shown marked differences between innocuous

and noxious cold stimulation (1,3). Recently, the spinal fMRI method has been applied

to the study of injured spinal cords (1,3,12). These lesults are in agreement with known

physiology and electrophysiology (13). Spinal fMRI is therefore able to detect neuronal

activity in the appropriate spinal cord segments as well as specific gray matter areas in

healthy spinal cords, and can demonstrate areas of impaired and preserved activity in

spinal cord injured patients.
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The implications that follow from the findings are not only important for

understanding normaì sensory/motor function and reflexes, but also for comprehending

impaired function. The information attained by spinal fMRI regarding spinal cord

condition is invaluable for designing and assessing rehabilitation programs and for

evaluating potential fecovery of function in those with either incomplete or complete

injuries. In addition, spinal fMRI can provide information that self-feport and physical

examination techniques are unable to acquire, such as where the cord is preserved.

Significantly, this information can be obtained despite a patients' inability to report a

sensation or produce a movement. The purpose of the present study is to test the efficacy

of spinal fMRI during motor stimulation of the lower limbs and further establish spinal

fMRI as a valuable clinical and reseatch tool by expanding the repefioire of stimuli and

responses that can be assessed.

Methods

Six healthy subjects (5 male, I female) were studied in a 1'5 T GE Signa Horizon

LX clinical MR system. subjects were supine on a GE phased-array spine receiver coil,

with their feet secured to a MR-compatible pedaling device specifically designed for the

study, The device consisted of two pedals with adjustable straps over the toes, and over

and below the ankle, which was secured on a base designed to fit the MR bed (Figure 1).

The device allowed for alternating rhyhmic flexion and extension movements of the

ankles. The device was custom made to assist in keeping the movements altemate and

equal. Placing a cushion under the knee stabilized the thighs and reduced movement of

the upper body thereby minimizing motion effects. The study was reviewed and
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approvedbyourlnstitute'sHumanResearchEthicsBoard'andinformedconsentwas

obtained from all participants before entering the magnet room'

SpinalfMRlwascarriedoutinablockdesignwithtwostimulationperiods.

Duringactivepedaling,thesubjectmovedthepedalswiththeirfeetinthealtemating

pedaling motion. During passive pedaling, the experimenter moved the pedals manually

while the subject was asked to relax and let their feet be moved by the pedals Each

subject completed two series of active pedaling and one series of passive pedaling in each

study.Imageswereacquiredrepeatedlyduringaltematingrestandstimulationperiods,

resulting in a total of 56 time points recorded'

Functional time course data wel'e obtained using single-shot fast spin-echo

imaging with sets of eight contiguous slices from approximately the 3'd sacral spinal cord

segment (S3), and spanning the entire lumbar spinal cord' up to the lstlumbal spinal cord

segment (L1). This required a repetition time of 11 seconds' The single-shot fast spin-

echo method employed for this study was a product sequence developed by GE' without

anymodification.Thematrixwasl2Sxl2Swithanechotimeof42.3msec'andan

echotrainlengthofTzwilhtheSthechoatk-spacecenter.Sliceswereoriented

transverse to the spinal cold and the thickness was adjusted so that every second slice

wasalignedwitheithertheintervertebraldiscsorcentersofthevertebrae,spanningthe

entifelumbarcord.Adjustingtheslicethicknessaccordinglyresultedinaslicethickness

rangeof7.0to.7.5mm'SpatialSaturationpulseswereappliedtoeliminatesignalfrom

surrounding areas to avoid aliasing, and to reduce motion artefacts arising from regions

anterior to the spine. A reference image was obtained with the first subject to ensure thal

the same extent of the spinal cord was being imaged with all subsequent subjects'
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Custom-made analysis programs written in Matlab software (The Mathworks

Inc.NatickMA)wereusedtoanalyzetheindividuals'datausingacorrelationmethod

withap-thresholdof0.05.Imageswereregisteredtofeducetheeffectsofmotionby

means of rigid-body translation and rotation' However' only a small sub-region of the

images spanning the spine was used for the registration process to avoid influence from

changes in the sunounding muscle tone' A region of interest (spinal cord white and gray

matteÐ was outlined manually for each slice. The coffelation between the time-course

foreachpixelandabox-carreferenceparadigmwasthenusedtocreateindividual

activation maps, as in previous studies (1,3,4)

Afterallstudieshadbeencompleted,theindividualactivationmapswere

superimposed to generate combined activation maps of the 12 active runs and 6 passive

runs,fromthe6subjects.Theresultingmapswelethresholdedtoindicateactivityonly

whefeitwasduplicatedintwoormoresetjesandtheseactivationswerecolourcodedto

indicatelevelofoverlap'Thesignalintensitychangeswerecalculatedandtimecourses

were plotted.

Results

Durìng active pedaling, activity was detected in the lumbar spinal cord ventral

hom and dorsal horn bilaterally (Figure 2). Activity was observed in the left ventral and

dorsalregionsofspinalcordsegments53and52,inthebilateralventralhomsinL5,and

in the bilateral ventral and dorsal horns in 1,4 through Ll, with increased activity in L2

andLl.Theamountofactivityincreasedathigherlevelsofthecord.Theamountof

overlap ranged from a minimum of two (yellow) up to a maximum of five (r'ed) active
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pixelsatonelocation.Theaveragesignalintensitychangewas|1'94ot1.07o(meanf

standard error of the mean) averaged over the duration of all active conditions (Figure 3)'

During passive pedaling, activity was detected in the central region and dorsal

hom in lower lumbar spinal cord segments and ventral activity was detected in higher

lumbar spinal cord segments. Activity was observed in the bilateral dorsal horns in the

s3 and s2 spinal cord segments, in the right ventral and central regions of the spinal cord

segment Lzl, and in the bilateral ventral homs in the L3 through Ll spinal cord segments,

with incl.eased activity in Ll. More activity was observed at higher spinal cord

segmentsthaninlowerspinalcordsegmentsforbothactiveandpassivemaps.The

average signal intensity change was 12.47o + l.lvo averaged over the duÍation of all

passive conditions.

Discussion

The observed activity con€sponds well with known spinal cord physiology.

Movement of the ankle flexor and extensor muscles corresponds to myotomes that

innervate the spinal cord at levels S 1, L5' and L+' With altemating movements of

antagonistic muscle groups there is reflex activity, which is relayed to other areas of the

spinal cord by intemeurons. This activity is seen in the central region of the spinal cord

gray matter. Active pedaling involved use of the motor area as indicated by the bilateral

activation of the ventral homs. This activity was seen in the lumbar spinal cord segments

L5andl.4aswouldbeexpectedduringactivemovementoftheankles,Dorsalhom

activity also occuned as proprioceptive information was relayed to the spinal cord during

motion,
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Passive pedaling incurred sensory activity in the dorsal horn due to proprioception

and central region activity due to reflexes relayed by intemeurons at lower lumbar

segments. Higher segments revealed ventral hom activity, which could be accounted for

by reflexes. The increased activity at higher ventral levels could also be due to the

subjects' tensing their thigh muscles while attempting to remain motionless as their feet

were moved for them. Passive movements generated less activity overall, but the

locations of the activity remained true to the physiology. The findings are reliable in that

there is overlap in up to five activated pixels in locations consistent with the

physiological response expected during the perfotmed motor task, from the 6 subjects.

The average signal intensity changes were notably higher than that observed in

previous spinal fMRI studies with thermal sensory stimulation, in which values of

approximately 8vo have been reported (1,2,3,I2). The values obtained in this study after

initial analysis were observed to be l5.4Eo +7.3Vo and 78.37o ! l. %o, for active and

passive motion, respectively. The signal intensity changes were ìower when voxels

identified as apparent activity that were at edge of the spinal cord, and therefore were

presumed to be due to motion, were set apart from the analysis (2,3). Areas of apparent

activity that were clearly the result of motion were readily identifiable based on their

location and relatively high signal intensity changes. After eliminating these identifiable

false activations, the signal changes observed with passive and active motion were much

mo¡e similar, and these were still significantly higher than with sensory stimulation

observed in previous studies. Average signal intensity changes were reduced to ll.9vo t

L\vo and 72.41o + 1.17o when the presumed motion associated voxels were removed, for

active and passive motion, respectively. This would suggest that the elevated signal
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changes initially observed in the present study may have been due to motion effects.

However, different average signal changes were observed when comparing the dorsal

activity and the ventral activity after excluding the motion induced activations. During

active motion, the average signal changes were 13.37o + I '87o for dorsal activity and

l0.'|Vo ! 1.07o for ventral activity, p=0.2 (two-tailed student's t-test). During passive

motion, the average signal changes were 14.74o + 2'I7o for dorsal activity and l0'6Vo !

l.l%o for ventral activity, p=0.07. Although these values likely contain residual motion

effects, comparing overall dorsal activity to overall ventral activity revealed significantly

different signal changes. Given that the areas of activity are mere millimeters apart in the

spinal cord and are induced by the same stimuli, they should be affected equally by noise

and motion. The overall signal changes were 13.87o + 1.47o for dotsal regions and lO.7 Vo

!.0.'77o for ventral regions, fo¡ active and passive tasks combined (p=0.0a). The signal

changes are therefore significantly different in the dorsal and ventral areas and are both

significantly higher than the signal changes observed in studies with thermal stimulation.

This suggests that the signal changes are indeed larger with a motor task than with

sensory stimulation, and that the difference is not artefactual or due only to the task-

related motion. This higher signal change seen with a motof task could originate from a

greater change of neuronal activity with a motor task than with sensory stimulation' In

consideration of spinal cord neuroanatomy, this could be accounted for by a larger

number of neurons involved, a greater difference in spiking rate, or, based on the work of

Logothetis et al. (8), greater afferent input to the gray matter with motor activity than

with sensory.
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Conclusions

This initial motor study demonstrates that the problems associated with motor-

related tasks can be overcome, and spinal fMRI can be used to assess reliably the activity

in the lumbar spinal cord during lower limb motor stimulation. In spite of the effects of

motion, we were able to detect consistent areas of motor and sensory activity' which

conespond well with spinal cord neuroanatomy. The effects of motion were identified

primarily at the high-contrast boundarjes at the edge of the spinal co[d' Fortunately,

spinal cord gray matter does not extend to the edge of the spinal cord, and with the

imaging methods we employ there is very little contrast between white and gray matter.

Motion effects arising at gray/white boundaries are therefore expected to be very small,

with a very low pr.obability of contributing to the identification of false-positive

activations. The observed spatial chafacteristics of the individual and combined activity

maps serve to demonstl'ate the reliability of our results. We propose that motion

contributions to the data can be assessed at the cord, boundaries, and may be used in

future motor studies as a quality assurance marker, without significantly degrading the

spinal fMRI results. Nonetheless, the signal changes obse¡ved with edge regions

excluded were larger than observed with sensory stimulation in previous studies. This

difference is presumed to have some contribution from task-related motion, but we

conclude that the signal changes we have observed are accurate to within less than *27o

standard error. The signal changes observed with active and passive motor tasks (-127o)

are therefore significantly higher than with thermal stimulation (-87o) employed in

previous studies, and so are presumed to be due to a larger degree of neuronal activity

with the motor task. This difference will be more readiìy investigated in future studies
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with spinal cord injured subjects.

The data reported here conclude the basic spinal cord physiological testing that

was required to affirm spinal fMRI as an effective tool for assessing spinal cord function.

Spinal fMRI has now been proven successful at identifying sensory' motor, and reflex

activity in both the cervical and lumbar spinal cord.
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Figures and figure captionsl

Figure 1: MR compatible pedaling device; in place in the magnet with a healthy
volunteer positioned for imaging.

Figure 2: Combined activity map of the ìumbar spinal cord, during passive pedaling (top
row) showing motor and reflex activity, and during active pedaling (bottom row)
showing bilateral motor activity and sensory activity. Images are axial and in radiological
orientation, with the right side of the body to the left of the image, and dorsal is toward
the bottom. Eight image slices are shown, spanning from the 3'd sacraì spinal cord
segment (S3) on the left, moving rostrally along the spinal cord, reaching the I't lumbar
spinal cord segment (Ll) on the right.

Figure 3: Average signal intensity time course averaged across all active regions in six
healthy subjects. The subjects performed a rhythmic altemated ankle flexion task during
time points 9-16, 25-32, and 41-48, and rested otherwise.
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Abstract

Purpose: To develop a spinal fMRI method with three-dimensional coverage of a large

extent of the spinal cord with minimal partial volume effects

Materials and Methodsl Functional MRI data of the cervical spinal cord were obtained

at 1.5 T with a single-shot fast spin-echo imaging method, from thin contiguous sagittal

slices spanning the cord. Thermal stimulation was applied to the palm of the hand in a

block pattem with 15 oC for stimulation, and 32 "C during baseline periods. Prior to

analysis, the image data at each time point were reformatted into three-dimensional

volumes and re-sliced perfectly transverse to the spinal cord. Smoothing was applied

only in the S/I direction across uniform tissue types. Active voxels were then identified

by means of a correlation to a model paradigm.

Results: The resulting activity maps demonstrate activity prìmarily in ipsilateral sensory

areas and in some motor areas, consistent with the spinal cord neuroanatomy. These data

also demonstrate detail of the sub-segmental organization of the spinal cord, as well as

anatomical detail of the spinous processes and positions of nerve roots.

Conclusion: The spinal fMRI method described enables large volume coverage of the

spinal cord in three-dimensions, with reliable and reproducible results.

Key Words:
spinal cord, human, magnetic resonance imaging, fMRI
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Introduction

Functional magnetic resonance imaging of the human spinal cord has been

demonstrated to be effective at demonstrating areas of neuronal activity in the spinal

cord, in response to an extemal stimulus, in both healthy and injured people (l-7).

However, there are several challenges that must be overcome before this method will be

sufficiently prâctical and reliable for use as a tool for clinical assessment or for spinal

cord research. These challenges are caused by the flow of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)

around the cord, the magnetic susceptibility differences between the cord and the

surrounding bone, and the relatively small cross-sectional dimensions of the cord (-I6

mm x l0 mm at the cervical enlargement) with a large superìor-inferior (S/I) extent (-45

cm). Artefacts arising from CSF flow can be reduced with flow-compensating gradients,

and the motion this imparts to the cord has been shown to be a likely soulce of enor in

spinal fMRI results (8), but is yet to be fully addressed. The effects of susceptibility

gradients have been overcome by acquiring spinal fMRI data with proton-density

weighted spin-echo imaging methods. Neuronal-activity related contrast changes arise

from the BOLD (blood-oxygenation level dependent) contrast, as well as from SEEP

(Signal Enhancement by Extravascular water Protons) (4,9). The underlying

physiological mechanism which has been proposed for SEEP is a local change in

extravascular water content driven by changes in perfusion pressure and production of

extracellular fluid (ECF) (4,10,11). Local water content changes related to cell swelling,

and changes in the extracellular volume, may also contribute because it has been shown

that these processes may play an important role in neuronal signaling (12-16). The small

cross-sectional dimensions of the cord result in problems of partial volume effects or a
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trade-off with the extent of the cord that can be imaged. The method that has been

demonstrated to be effective for spinal fMRI employs transverse slices because this

orientation is superior for distinguishing gray and white matter (less partial-volume

effect) and slices can be positioned to be aligned with the centers of the vertebral bodies

or the interveftebral discs where the through-slice field homogeneity is optimal (2).

However, this slice odentation provides only a limited view of the cord with low

resolution in the rosh al-caudal direction. The altemative of employing sagittal or coronal

slices has been employed (17-20), but the slices acquired have been Vz to % of the cord

width or depth in order to achieve an adequate signal{o-noise ratio and the results have

suffered from severe partial volume effects. In the present study we propose that spinal

fMRI data can be acquired with thin contiguous sagittal slices, with smoothing applied

only across consistent tissues to increase the signal{o-noise ratio without incurring

partial-volume effects.

In the present work we therefore describe a new method, based on sagittal slices, but

with several very significant differences from the methods used previously by others (18-

20). This new method makes use of a single-shot fast spin-echo technique to image

contiguous sagittal slices of the spinal cord that are as thin as the hardware will allow,

regardless of the signal-to-noise ratio of the resulting images. The slices are then

reformatted into a three-dimensional volume, and re-sliced perfectly transverse to the

spinal cord. Smoothing is applied only in the rostral-caudal direction across consistent

tissue types, and spinal fMRI analysis is applied to the resultant axial slices as per our

usual method (5,6). The functional maps resulting from this method are in the form of

isotropic voxels spanning a three-dimensional volume, and can be refomatted into any
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desired slice orientation. This permits visualization of areas of activity in relation to

anatomical markers such as vertebrae, spinous processes, and spinal nerve roots. Here

we demonstrate the effectiveness and reliability of this new method, and propose that it

provides the practical spinal fMRI tool needed for clinical assessment or research.

Previous spinal fMRI studies employing thermal sensory stimulation of various areas

of the hand, forearm, or leg have demonstrated a consistent pattem of activity in the

corresponding spinal cord segments (2,3,5,21). Activity is primarily in ipsilateral dolsal

areas and projects to ipsilateral ventral regions, with some activity also in contralateral

ventral areas and around the central canal (5,6). The magnitude of the signal intensity

changes has also been observed to vary with the stimulation tempel'ature, including a

clear transition in the response between cold sensation, and noxious or painful cold,

demonstrating the conespondence between the observed signal changes and neuronal

activity (5). Recent studies in an animal model (rat) have demonstrated a close

conespondence between areas of activity identified with spinal fMRI and with direct

histological detection of neuronal activity (21). Signal intensity changes in the cervical

spinal cord have been consistently observed to be 6.4Vo + 1.37o (mean + s.d.) with

thermal stimulation of the palm of the hand at 15 oC, and 7 .l%o + 0.97o with l0oC

stimulation, in healthy volunteers(3,4). In the lumbar spinal cord the signal intensity

changes were 6.6Vo + 0.97o and7 .2Vo r l.5Vo with l0oc stimulation of the leg in healthy

and injured subjects respectively (5). In order to validate the new method, we have

employed the same stimulus in the present study in order to elicit the same consistent

pattem of response.
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Methods

Spinal fMRI studies of 7 healthy volunteers were carried out at 1.5 T in a GE Signa

Horizon LX clinical MR system. In most of the subjects experiments were duplicated

and a total of 22 sets of spinal fMRI data were obtained. Data were acquired with single-

shot fast spin-echo imaging with a 12 cm x l2 cm field of view, 128 x 128 matrix, and an

effective echo time of 36 msec. A commercial GE phased-anay spine coil was used for

signal reception and a body coil used for transmission of spatially uniform RF excitation

pulses. K-space data were zero-filled to 256 x 256 prior to reconstruction. Eight

contiguous sagittal slices, each 2.8 mm thick, were selected to span the cord, requiring a

repetition time of approximately 10 seconds. This provided a resolution of 2.8 mm x 0.9

mm x 0.9 mm (R/L x A/P x S/I), in the original image data. Thermal stimulation of the

palm of the right hand was applied with a 3 cm x 3 cm thermode with temperature

controlled by a Medoc TSA-II thermal sensory analyzer with input from a PC. This was

used to elicit reproducible activity in the 6ù to 8th cervical spinal cord segments without

incurring task-related motion. The thermode temperature was set to l5 "C for stimulation

and 32 oC during baseline periods, with the transition occuring in one TR period (10

sec). A block design was used with two stimulation periods of 50-60 seconds duration

interleaved with rest periods of 60-70 seconds. The total acquisition time for each

experiment was 350 seconds, with the spinal cord imaged 35 times to describe the fMRI

time course,

Data were analyzed using custom-made software written in Matlab (The MathWorks

Inc., Natick MA). Prior to analysis a line was drawn manually along the anterior edge of

the spinaì cord in a mid-line sagittal image taken from the functional data set, and this
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was used as a reference for the spinal cord position and curvature. The sagittal slice data

at each time point of the functional series were combined into a three-dimensional

volume and linearly interpolated to obtain cubic voxels 0.5 x 0.5 x 0.5 mm3. The volume

was then re-sliced perfectly transverse to the spinal cord and smoothing was applied only

in the rostral-caudal direction to be across consistent anatomy. The conelation between a

model paradigm and the signal intensity time course of each voxel was computed in order

to construct a map of conelation T-values. A T-value threshold of 2.0 was chosen to

identify voxels as being active, conesponding to a p-value threshold of 0.05, and were

plotted in colour over a gray-scale average image of the volume. An intensity threshold

was set manually on the background image to identify the higher intensity CSF, and a

mask was created to exclude false activations arising from within the CSF. The volume

map demonstrating the areas of activity was then also reformatted back into thin sagittal

slices for viewing.

The results obtained were normalized to a consistent size to facilitate comparison

between experiments and ac¡oss subjects. This was achieved by defining reference lines

on the three-dimensional interyolated data that resulted from the analysis as described

above. Reference lines were drawn manually along the dorsal, ventral, left and right

edges of the cord, overlying axial, sagittal, and coronal slices of the volume data.

Approximate boundaries of the spinal cord segments were identified by means of the

positions of dorsal nerve roots, and the shapes and sizes of the spinous processes, as

references. Using these manually defined ¡eferences, the spinal cord image data and the

conelation T-value map were normalized by linear interpolation and translation to a cord

cross-section of 18 pixels x 30 pixels (anterior-postedor x left-rìght) at each S/I location.
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Each spinal cord segment was then normalized to be 30 pixels ìong. Activation maps

were produced by thresholding the T-value maps at T > 2 to identify active voxels which

were labeled in colour overlying the averaged and normalized reference image data.

Image data spanning 210 pixels in the S/I direction therefore spans spinal cord segments

C4 toT2 with a width of 30 pixels each.

In order to allow a comparison to be made with the previously employed axial-slice

method, the data that had been re-sliced into 0.5 mm thick tlansverse slices was aveÍaged

across blocks of 15 slices to create a data set of 7.5 mm thick transverse slices. The

cor¡elation with the model paradigm was again calculated with this data and active voxels

identified with a T-value threshold of 2.0. The signal intensity time courses of the active

voxels in the spinal cord which would have been determined with the axial-slice method

were thus determined.

Results

Spinal fMRI data obtained from seven volunteers with thermal stimulation of the right

hand demonstrated consistent patterns of activity (Fig l). The three-dimensional

distribution of activity is demonstrated in normalized results in Figure 2. In the dorsal

gray matter ipsilateral to the stimulus, active regions were observed at typically three to

five locations at the levels of the 5th, 6th and 7th cervical vertebrae, corresponding

approximately with the 6th,7ú, and 8th cervical spinal cord segments, respectively. In

each experiment, the activity was observed at numerous locations within each spinal cord

segment with small (- 2 mm) spatial extent in the SiI direction. In ventral gray matter,

active areas were also observed and were slightly offset from those in dorsal regions, and

in dorsal and ventraì gray matter the pattem appeared to altemate along the rostral-caudal
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direction within a segment. Activity was observed in both ipsilateral and contralateral

ventral gray matter, each slightly offset in the S/I direction from the other, as well as

being consistently offset (-l-2 mm) from that in dorsal regions. Activity was more

consistently observed in contralateral ventral regions, however, as compared to in the

ipsilateral ventral regions. Some contralateral activity in dorsal gray matter was also

observed at locations that were offset in the S/I direction from that in ipsilateral dorsal

areas. The spatial relationship between the ipsilateral and contralateral ventral activity

and the ipsilateral dorsal activity appeated to produce a repeated pattern at more than one

location within each active spinal cord segment. Therc were also noticeable gaps of a

few millimeters in width at the approximate segment boundaries where activity was not

observed. Some active regions were also obse¡ved in ventral gray matter at higher (4th-5th

cervical) and lower (l* - 2nu thoracic) spinal cord segments. Representative examples of

results of one experiment from each of the seven volunteers are shown in Figure l. Each

figure shows the activity within an interpolated 0.5 mm thick sagittal slice through the

right side of the spinal cord, and demonstrates both the right dorsal and right ventral

activity. The images are oriented with dorsal toward the bottom, and the rostral direction

is toward the left side of the frame, as demonstrated by the appearance of the spinous

processes. The magnitude of the signal intensity changes in all active regions were

observed to be consistent and averaged 10.07o = I.}Vo (mean + s.d.) as shown in Figure 3.

In comparison, the signal intensity time courses obtained with data reformatted into 7.5

mm thick transverse slices demonstrated an average signal intensity change of 6.37o t

0.57o (mean + s.d.).
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Discussion

The results obtained demonstrate that the spinal fMRI method we have developed can

provide full three-dimensional coverage of a 12 cm extent of the cervical spinal cord,

with high sensitivity to neuronal-activity-related signal changes. Normalized results

shown in Figure 2 provide examples of the 3D coverage of the cervical spinal cord as any

desired transverse, sagittal, and coronal slices can be selected for displaying functional

maps. The detail obtained in the data is also demonstrated by the surrounding anatomical

features such as spinous processes, which can be clearly identified and used as landmarks

for the position in the cord.

The pattem of activity observed in the present study was identical to that observed

previously in its R/L and A./P distribution, but differences were notable in the S/I

distribution as a result of the finer resolution obtained. The sensory dermatomes on the

palm of the hand are known to be innervated f¡om the 6'h to 8th cervical spinal cord

segments, conesponding with the observed location of activity. There are also

projections to motor areas in the same segment and adjacent segments, and if a stimulus

is of sufficient type and intensity, a motor reflex to withdraw from the stimulus can be

triggered. However, descending input from the brain can inhibit the reflex. In the

present study the volunteers did not move their arms or hands when the 15 'C cold

stimulus was applied. Nonetheless, in this study and previous studies with the same

stimulus, motor activity was observed in ventral gray matter regions and around the

central canal. Both the dorsal and ventral activity was also observed in every experiment

to occur at multiple localized regions within a segment, demonstrating a finer-scale

organization at the sub-segmental level. Similar fine-scale structure has been
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demonstrated in electrophysiological studies in rats (22). However, this is the first time

this structure detail has been observed with spinal fMRI. The areas of ventral activity on

the right and left sides were observed to be consistently offset in the S/I direction from

the dorsal activity as well as being slightly offset from each other, and the locations of

activity in these three areas (ìght ventral, left ventral, rìght dorsal) were repeatedly

observed in the same pattem. Examples of this pattern are shown in Figure 2.

Partial volume effects do not appear to be significant with the 2.8 mm thick sagittal

slices employed for this study because very little contamination from CSF flow is

appalent in the fesults. Such a contribution would be expected to appear as false positive

activations around the edges of the cold and should be easily recognized. The effective

size of the resolution element ("resel") (23) we have obtained with the sagittal-slice

method is approximately 2.8 mm x 0.9 mm x 1.8 mm (R/L x A,/P x S/I) because the

smoothing was applied only in the SiI direction across 3 voxels that were first

interpolated to 0.5 mm across, from an original resolution of 0.9 mm. We therefo¡e

approximate that we are mixing signal across 2 original voxels (i.e. 1.8 mm). These resel

dimensions are expected to be a closer match to the dimensions of gray matter functional

volumes than with the axial-slice method (resel size of approximately 0.9 mm x 0.9 mm x

7.5 mm). At the same time, the effective resel volume and SNR are maintained at similar

values. The interpolation and re-slicing applied prior to analysis does not alter the

resolution obtained in the original image data. The resolution obtained in the A./P and

R/L directions was clearly adequate to demonstrate regions of dorsal and ventral gray

matter in the image data. Moreover, partial volume effects in the S/I direction were

notably reduced compared to the method described previously with axial slices (5,6), as
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evidenced by the fact that the fractional signal intensity changes were significantly

greater in the present study. Signal changes averaged I0.07o + 1.07o during stimulation

periods with sagittal slices, as compared fo 6.4Eo = l.3%o under the same stimulation

conditions in previous studies, but with axial slices. Reformatting the data obtained in

the present study into 7.5 mm axial slices to simulate the data obtained with the axial-

slice method, yielded signal intensity changes of 6.3Vo t 0.57o. This is consistent with

the observation that the active regions each span only a few millimeters in the S/I

direction, and so the magnitude of signal change would have been reduced when

averaged over the 7.5 mm thick axial slices used previously. This signal change

magnitude is much too large to be attributed to the BOLD effect, and is consistent with

the proposed SEEP contrast mechanism being dominant in spinal fMRI (4).

The observation of small, localized areas of âctivity within the gray matter in each

spinal cord segment that is related to sensory dermatomes being stimulated, the

conespondence of the observed areas of activity with known nsuroanatomy, and the

relatively high signal intensity changes, all demonstrate a high degree of sensitivity with

the sagittal-slice method described in the present study, This method is therefore

expected to provide better sensitivity to neuronal-activity induced signal changes than

was obtained with the previous axial-slice method. The sensitivity and reliability of the

sagittal slice method are demonstrated by the consistency of the results obtained, both in

repeated experiments with each subject, and across different subjects, and is

demonstrated in Figures I and 4. Figure 4 shows maps indicating the reproducibility of

the results, which were created at each voxel in the spinal cord by computing the inverse

of the average distance to the nearest active voxel, after normalizing the results to
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consistent dimensions. For example, if at a given voxel the average distance to the

nearest active voxel in each repeated.study was 3 voxel-widths (the voxel width is 0.5

mm in the normalized data), then that voxel in the reproducibility map would be assigned

a value of l/3. If the average distance was zero, meaning that every set of results being

compared showed activity at that location, then the voxel in the reproducibility map was

albitrarily assigned a value of 10. Higher values thus indicate the locations of highly

clustered active voxels in repeated expedments. In comparison, Figure I contains images

demonstl'ating the distribution of activity in single experiments for each of the seven

volunteers studied, through one selected 0.5 mm thick sagittal slice through the right side

of the spinal cord. The same segmental level of the spinal cord is indicated in each

image with green comer marks. Figures 1 and 4 demonstrate highly reproducible areas

of activity across repeated studies in each subject, and also show reproducibility in the

pattem and locations of activity across different subjects. However, it is important to

note that some differences between subjects are to be expected because the distribution of

sensory dermatomes varies between individuals, and the thermode used for stimulation

did not rest within the palm of each volunteer's hand precisely the same way. In repeated

experiments for each subject it is expected that the thermode position was consistent.

The benefits of carrying out spinal fMRI with thin sagittal slices, and post-processing

to improve the SNR (by means of averaging across consistent tissue types) are the

increased spatial coverage of the spinal cord, greater flexibility in how results can be

displayed, and the improved spatial resolution in the S/I direction. An added benefit of

acquiring data in sagittal slices to span a continuous three-dimensional volume is that it is

possible to normalize the data to constânt dimensions to facilitate viewing of the results,
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and comparison of results within, or across, subjects. The results shown in Figures 2 and

4 have been normalized using the method described above, and demonstrate the

effectiveness of the method. This is the first attempt at defining a normalization

technique for spinal cord image data, and more detailed studies are required to determine

the optimum normalization for all situations.

Conclusion

In conclusion, a new method for spinal fMRI acquisition with thin sagittal slices, and

post-processing to attain an adequate signal{o-noise ratio, has been demonstrated.

Compared to data obtained with axial slices, this method has been shown to provide at

least equal sensitivity and reliability, with significantly greater resolution in the S/I

direction, to demonstrate a larger extent of the spinal cord, and to yield effectively three-

dimensional data. We have also demonstrated the ability to normalize the spinal fMRI

data, and produce consistent R/L and A,/P dimensions along the cord length. Moreover,

with the larger volume imaged with sagittal slices it is possible to identify approximate

boundaries of spinal cord segments based on the shape/size of the spinous processes and

positions of nerve roots. The sagittal-slice method we have developed for spinal ÍMRI

therefore provides a tool that is practical, and better suited for routine use for clinical

assessment and spinal cord research.
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Figures and Figure Captions:

Figure 1: Examples of results from 7 subjects, showing a single 0.5 mm thick

(interpolated) sagittal slice through the dorsal and ventral gray matter on the right side of

the body. Images are oriented with the rostral direction to the left, and the dorsal side is

toward the bottom of the frames. Voxels with signal intensity time courses that are

significantly correlated with the time course of thermal stimulation are shown in colour,

overlying the gray-scale background, Sensory activity is therefore seen in the lower half

of the spinal cord, whereas motor activity is seen in the upper regions. The same

rectangular region of the spinal cord in each subject, containing the dominant activity, is

indicated by the gleen comer marks. The spinous process of the ?rh cervical veÍebra is

marked with a green asterix in each image, and conesponds approximately to the level of

the 8th cervical spinal cord segment. The results shown in these images have not been

normalized to consistent dimensions.

Figure 2: Examples of normalized results selected from three subjects, showing a

number of axial slices (left side), and one sagittal and coronal slice for each subject (as

indicated in the top frame). The positions of the axial slices are indicated in the sagittal

and coronal views with green lines, and the positions of the sagittal and coronal slices are

indicated in each axial slice. Axial slices are in radiologicaì orientation with the right

side of the body toward the left side of the frame, and dorsal is towa¡d the bottom.

Sagittal and coronal slices are oriented with rostral to\pard the left. Dorsal is toward the

bottom in the sagittal slice, and the right side of the body is toward the top of the coronal
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slices. The axial slices are in order from rostral to caudal, from left to right, and

demonstrate the altemated pattem of dorsal (sensory) and ventral (motor) activity within

a single spinal cord segment.

Figure 3: Signal intensity time courses of active regions observed in each experiment,

plotted in gray. The average time course and errors bars showing the standard deviation

are plotted in black. The stimulation paradigm is shown in black at the bottom of the

plot.

Figure 4: Maps indicating reproducibility in repeated experiments with each of four

selected subjects, with data normalized to a consistent size and position as described in

the text. Colours indicate the inverse of the average distance to the nearest active voxel

in each experiment, spanning from rcd (lowest distance) through orange to yellow

(indicating an average distance of 3 pixels). Average distances above 3 pixels (inverse

value of 1/3) are not displayed. Each figure shows one 0.5 mm thick sagittal slice

through the right side of the spinal cord, one coronal slice through the dorsal region ofthe

cord, and two selected axial slices. Axial slices are in radiological orientation with the

left side of the body on the right side of the image frame. Sagittal slices are shown with

the rostral direction to the left, and dorsal is down. Coronal slices are shown with the

rostral direction to the left, and the right side of the body is toward the top of the frame.

The green lines indicate the positions of the intersecting slices that are shown.

Reproducibility was compared across: (top left) 2 experiments, (top right) 2 experìments,

(bottom left) 5 experiments, and (bottom right) 4 experiments.
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Abstract

Study design: Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) of the spinal cord (spinal

fMRI) was used to detect neuronal activity elicited by passive and active lower limb

movement tasks, in regions caudal to the injury site in volunteers with spinal cord injury.

Objectives: The objectives of this project are: 1) to assess the use of spinal fMRI as a

tool for detecting neuronal function in the spinal cord below an injury, and 2) to

characterize the neuronal lesponse to active and passive movement tasks.

Setting: Institute for Biodiagnostics, National Research Council of Canada, Winnipeg,

Manitoba, Canada.

Methods: fMRI of the spinal cord was canied out in 12 volunteers with cervical or

thoracic spinal cord injuries. Spinal fMRI was carried out in a l.5T clinical MR system

using established methods. Active and passive lower limb movement tasks were

performed, and sagittal images spanning the entire lumbar spinal cord were obtained.

Results: Neuronal activity was detected caudal to the injury site in all volunteers

regardless of the extent of injury. During both active and passive participation, activity

was seen caudal to the injury site, although the number of active voxels detected with

passive movement was less than with the active movement task. Average percent signal

change was 73.6Vo dunng active participation and 15.07o during passive participation.

Conclusions: Spinal ÍMRI is able to detect a neuronal response sufficient for

characterization during both active and passive lower limb movement tasks in the spinal

co¡d caudal to the injury site.

Sponsorship: This work was funded by a grant from the Intemational Spinal Research

Trust (U.K.) and the Canada Research Chairs Program,
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Introduction

Spinal cord repair strategies for recovery of function are becoming a possibility

for those with spinal cord injury (1). As these repair strategies reach clinical tdals, it is

important to accurately assess the extent of the spinal cord so that the response to

treatment can be monitored. Whereas self-report and physical examination techniques

are useful in assessing spinal cord function rostral to the injury site, function caudal to the

injury is not assessable in this manner. In this study, we investigate the value of

functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) of the spinal cord (spinal fMRI) in its

ability to detect neuronal function caudal to the injury site during specific lower limb

movement tasks.

Functional magnetic resonance imaging of the spinal cord is a non-invasive tool

that can be used to investigate neuronal activity and reveal important information

regarding spinal cord function (2,3). Spinal fMRI reveals neuronal function indirectly via

changes in blood flow and blood oxygen levels that occur near metabolically active gray

matter (4). The signal change arises in part from the blood oxygenlevel dependant

(BOLD) contrast, which is based on the metabolic activity that occurs in active neuronal

tissues. When neuronal firing rates increase, nerve cell bodies take up more oxygen. To

compensate, an excess increase in blood supply to neurons occurs resulting in a decrease

in the concentration of deoxygenated hemoglobin. Deoxygenated hemoglobin in blood

acts as a magnetic resonance (MR) contrast agent that causes the MR signal to decay

more quickly. At the time of recording, the MRI signal is stronger from metabolically

active areas because the signal has not decayed as quickly as in the sunounding non-

active tissues. However, an equally important contrast mechanism in spinal fMRI is
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caused by signal enhancement from extravascular water protons (SEEP) which results

from an increase in vr'ater content in the active neural tissues (5,6). This mechanism is

hypothesized to be related to swelling of neurons and/or glial cells that has been shown to

arise at sites of neuronal activity (7-9). In addition, the increased blood flow to the active

tissues has been shown to be accompanied by increased intravascular pressure, and

increased production of extracellular fluid at sites of neuronal activity (10,11). The net

effect is a local increase in water content near active neural tissues which causes a higher

MR signal intensity. Thus, spinal fMRI detects neuronal activity in spinal cord gray

matter, and this allows for mapping of spinal cord tesponses to sensory and motor

stimulation. This method has proven useful for detecting neuronal activity in both

healthy and injured spinal cords in response to innocuous and noxious thermal

stimulation, in which the distribution of activity and the signal intensity change were

found to differ between conditions (2). The neuronal response in the lumbar spinaì cord

to paÉicipation in active and passive lower limb movement tasks was characterized in a

previous investigation involving healthy volunteers with spinal fMRI (12). The current

study aims to detect and characterize the neuronal response to these same tasks with

spinal cord injured volunteers.

Currently, the American Spinal Injury Association (13) assessment scale is the

standard for classifying spinal cord injuries. This examination involves a battery of light

touch and pin prick examinations to assess where a patient hâs preserved sensory

perception. To determine preserved motor function the patient's ability to move specific

key muscle groups is assessed. Patients are categorized as ASIA A, B, C, or D,

indicating the preservation of sensory and/or motor functions below the injury level.
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ASIA A indicates no sensory or motor function preserved, ASIA B indicates sensory but

not motor function is preserved, ASIA C indicates motor function is preserved but in a

substantially weakened condition, and ASIA D indicates motor function is preserved in a

condition sufficient for near normal use. Further information regarding the condition of

the spinal cord caudal to the level of injury must be obtained by invasive measures or

deduced from reflex actions. Electrophysiological techniques such as somatosensory

evoked potential, H-reflex or stretch reflexes are capable of assessing residual function

following a spinal cord injury. The utility of these techniques is limited by the

incomplete scope of information that is obtained with each measure, such that a

combination of measures is required in order to determine residual function. For

example, somatosensory evoked potentials examine conduction along large areas of the

body and the results can be affected by peripheral damage, nerve root damage, or spinal

cord damage without revealing where along the pathway the damage has occurred.

Similarly, an increase in reflexes denotes an upper motor neuron disorder, but will not

reveal the degree of damage, or whether the damage is complete or incomplete.

Although these methods are useful for many research applications, they require specific

equipment and are time-consuming, and a¡e therefore not in routine clinical use. Thus,

should spinal fMRI be successful at detecting neuronal activity below the injury site in

spinal cord injured patients, this method would be of considerable value for those

assessing an injury, planning a treatment strategy or monitoring recovery of function

during and post-treatment. These methods are based on standard clinical MRI systems

without special modifications. Analysis can be carried out at a later time on a separate

computer using published methods (2-4). The resulting images reveal a large extent of
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the spinal cord, which can be displayed in axial, coronal, or sagittal o¡ientation resulting

in an effectively 3D display. This non-invasive technique is able to show where

functional activity occurs in response to a stimulus regardless of a patient's ability to feel

the stimulus, a feature the ASIA assessment scale is lacking, The results can be assessed

in relation to those from normal healthy control subjects such that the similarities and

differences can be identified. Previous work involving healthy control subjects is

available for this comparison (12).

We hypothesize that neuronal activity is detectable, using spinal fMRI, caudal to an

injury site in response to lower limb movement, and that cha¡acterization of the neuronal

activity in response to passive and active motor tasks in spinal cord injured (SCI)

volunteers is possible.

Methods

Participation:

Twelve volunteers (11 male, I female) with spinal cord injury patticipafed in this

study. The paÍicipants' injuries, following the American Spinal Injury Association, were

classified as four participants with ASIA A, three with ASIA B, three with ASIA C, and

two with ASIA D. The volunteers participated in active and/or passive lower limb

movement tasks according to their abilities. During the active task, participants with

ASIA C and D moved their feet in an alternating flexion-extension manner. During the

passive task, all participants passively allowed their feet to be moved by the

experimenter. In both conditions, the movements were kept in time with the noise of the

scanner in order for all volunteers' movements to be kept at the same pace. Subjects
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were supine on a General Electric phased-array spine MRI coil, with their feet secured to

a MRl-compatible pedaling device. The device consisted of two pedals with adjustable

straps over the toes, and over and below the ankle, which was secured on a base designed

to fit the MR bed. The device allowed for rhythmic flexion and extension movements of

the ankles and was customized to assist in keeping the movements alternate and equal.

Placing a cushion under the knee stabilized the thighs and reduced movement of the

upper body thereby minimizing motion effects. The study was reviewed and approved by

our Institute's Human Research Ethics Board, and informed consent was obtained from

all participants before entering the magnet room.

Imaging :

Spinal fMRI was canjed out in a block design with three stimulation periods.

Images were acquiled repeatedly durìng altemating rest and stimulation periods for a

total of 56 time points recorded at 1.5 T in a General Electric Signa Hodzon LX clinical

MR system. Functional time course data were obtained using single-shot fast spin-echo

imaging, as per our established methods (4,12) with sets of eight contiguous 2.8 mm

thick sagittal slices. This required a repetition time of 1074 msec per slice, and provided a

resolution of 2.8 x 0.9 x 0.9 mm tR/L, A/P, S/Il, with a 12 cmx 12 cm field of view and a

128 x 128 matrix. The echo time was set at 37.2 msec. Spatial saturation pulses were

applied to eliminate signal from sunounding areas to avoid aliasing and to reduce motion

artefacts arising from regions anterior to the spine.

Analysis:

Data were analysed using custom-made analysis programs written in Matlab

software (MathWorks, Natick MA). Prior to analysis, a line was drawn manually along
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the anterior edge of the spinal cord in a midline sagittal image taken from the functional

data set to indicate the spinal cord position and curvature. The data at each time point of

the functional series werc combined into a three dimensional volume and linearly

interpolated to 0.5 x 0.5 x 0.5 mm cubic voxels. The volume was re-sliced transverse to

the cord according to the manually drawn reference line, and smoothing was applied only

in the rostral-caudal direction. The conelation between a model paradigm and the signal

intensity time courses of each voxel was computed to produce a map of correlation t-

values. A t-value threshold of 2.0 (p=0.05) was chosen to identify voxels as active, and

these voxels were plotted in colour over a gray-scale reference image that was produced

by averaging the images obtained at the 56 time points. The activity map was then

converted to sagittal, axial and coronal slices for viewing. The percent signal change and

the standard deviation for each task were calculated.

Results

Spinal fMRI was consistently able to detect neuronal activity caudal to the injury

site in the lumbar spinal cold of injured volunteers in response to lower limb movement.

Evidence of neuronal activity was seen regardless of the level or extent of injury. The

number of active voxels that were detected was greater during active participation than

during passive participation. Neuronal activity induced by active movement was seen in

the dorsal, ventral and intermediate areas of the spinal cord. During passive movement,

neuronal activity was also seen in these areas but there was an overall decrease in the

number of active voxels.

The average percent signal change for data acquired durìng active participation
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was l3.6vo +/- 7.5vo and for passive paficipation was l5.0vo +t-2.gvo, which is nol

significantly different (see Figure t). The alternating periods of rest and movement

(movement occurring during time points 9-16, 25-32, and.4r-4g) are indicated by a light

gray line at the bottom of the graph. The time course of the signal changes fluctuate near

baseline during periods of ¡est and increase dramatically durÌng periods of activity, for

both active and passive movement tasks, reflecting the neuronal response to the

movement tasks.

As neuronal activity below the injury site was detected in all cases, general

characterizations can be made of the distribution. The amount of activity, as indicated by

number of active pixels, seen in the spinal cold in this investigation of the injured

population is less than that seen in our earlier study involving healthy individuals as a

control group (12).

of the 4 volunreers with ASIA A injuries, spinal fMRI demonstrated bilateral

dorsal and ventral neuronal response to the passive task. ASIA B volunteers had results

similar in distribution to ASIA A volunteers. In the ASIA c volunteers during active

participation, predominantly ventral activity was seen, bilaterally. During ASIA c

volunteer passive participation, activity was detected mainly in the dorsal areas, with a

small ventral contribution. with the ASIA D volunteers, one set of data rxas discarded

due to motion artefacts caused by the volunteer's spasticity. The remaining ASIA D

volunteer's active participation produced predominantly left dorsal activity, in a series in

which the volunteer was better able to move the right leg. During passive participation,

activity was seen bilaterally in the dorsal and ventral hom with less activity on the right.
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In six of the thirty-four series of data collected, it occurred that movement \ryas

generated in one limb only (although the contralateral limb was passively moved out of

phase by the pedaling device). This unilaterally generated movement corresponded to

neuronal activity predominantly on the contralateral side of the spinal cord, in all six

cases. For example, one ASIA C volunteer was able to move the right leg only, and

neuronal activity was seen bilaterally but with a greater number of active voxels on the

leit, in the ventral and dorsal horns.

Specific examples from each of the ASIA classification categories are shown and

arc discussed below (see Figure 2). Apparent activity in the CSF is likely the result of

CSF flow and/or blood vessels on the surface or on nerve roots. CSF flow and large

blood vessels do not occur inside the cord, and so these same enors are not a concem.

Figures 2A and 28 illustrate the neuronal activity detected in the spinal cord

caudal to the injury level in volunteers with no lower limb motor abilities duting

participation in a passive task. In Figure 24, results show activity caudal to the injury

site of an ASIA A volunteer, on both left and right sides of the cord, in the dorsal and

ventral areas. In Figure 28, an ASIA B motor complete injury volunteer experienced

clonus in the right leg during the passive task condition. Results indicate ventral activity

on the left side of the cord, contralateral to the recorded movements. Activity is seen in

the spinal cord below injury level, although the overall number of active voxels is less

than that of healthy volunteers and less than that of the ASIA C and D volunteers.

Figures 2C and 2D represent neuronal activity in response to an active and

passive task, respectively, performed by an individual with an ASIA C injury. Activity

was dec¡eased in response to the passive task compared with the activity during the active
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task, although similar to that seen in response to the passive task in Figure 28. This

volunteer was able to move the right foot only, but the left foot continued moving out of

phase by the pedaling device. The activity seen in the lumbar cord consists of left and

right ventral and dorsal activity, although activity on the left is predominant. During the

passive task, activity was seen in the right dorsal and ventral area, and the left dorsal area.

Figures 2E and 2F show activity in response to active and passive movement in an

individual with ASIA D motor incomplete injuly. This individual was better able to move

the right than left foot during the active task, and results show increased activity on the

left side of the cord in both the dorsal and ventral areas. During the passive task, the

experimentel was able to move both feet equally, and activity is shown evenly distributed

on both sides of the cord, and is found in the dorsal and ventral homs.

Discussion

Neuronal activity was detected caudal to the injury site in all volunteers during

passive and active movement tasks. The results demonstrate that neuronal activity occurs

in the lumbar spinal cord caudal to an injury site, both in complete and incomplete

injured volunteers, and that spinal fMRI is capable of detecting this neuronal response.

During active participation, neuronal activity is seen bilaterally in the dorsal and ventral

homs, indicating a neuronal response to motor and sensory stimulation as would be

expected with purposeful movement. During passive paficipation, some ventral hom

activity is seen, possibly indicating reflex activity, however the bulk of the activity is

seen in the dorsal hom, indicating both the dorsal component of the motor terminations as

well as the response to sensory stimulation that would be expected with the mechanical
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and proprioceptive information produced by this type of movement.

The main pathway involved in the control of voluntary movement, and therefore

recruited during the active movement task, is the corticospinal tract. Within the gray

matter, corticospinal axons terminate in lamina IV-VII in the dorsal and ventral horns and

in the intermediate gray matter (14). This broad distribution of termination of

corticospinal neurons contributes to the activity seen in both the ventral and dorsal homs

and intermediate areas of the spinal cord in response to the voluntary movement during

the active task. Further contribution to the activity in the dorsal homs can be accounted

for as the tactile sensory pathways also synapse here (15). The ventral spinothalamic

tract conveys light touch and modified forms of tactile sensation such as firm pressure, as

would occur during the passive as well as active movement tasks. Proprioceptive

feedback, also expected to occur in both passive and active movement tasks, is detected

by receptors of the muscle spindles, joints and tendons. The descending branch of these

primary afferents tetminate in gray matter to establish connections for spinal reflexes,

which contributes to the neuronal activity seen in the dorsal hom accounted for by

proprioception.

The activity is similar to that seen in healthy volunteers, in that the distribution of

activity is similar during active and passive movement tasks and that thé amount of

activity (i.e. number of active voxels detected) is decreased with passive movement (see

Figure 3). Active pedaling with healthy volunteers revealed neuronal activity in the

ventral hom and dorsal horn bilaterally with an average percent signal change of 11.9 +/-

1.07o. Dunng passive pedaling, the healthy volunteers elicited neuronal activity in the

dorsal and intermediate areas bilaterally at lower lumbar segments and in the ventral hom
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and dorsal homs bilaterally at upper lumbar segments with an average percent signal

change of I2.4+l- l.I7o. The magnitude of signal change with the spinal cord injured

group was 13.6+l- L57o and 15.0 +l- 2.8Vo during active and passive participation,

respectively.

Our results show that in cases where the movement is bilaterally generated, the

neuronal activity appears to be distributed across both sides of the cord. However, in the

cases where the movement was generated unilaterally, the neuronal activity appears to be

prominent on the contralateral side of the cord in the ventral hom. Indeed, this

contralateral neuronal activity was observed in all six of the incidences whete unilateral

movement was observed. The activity detected is in agreement with known physiology

and together with plevious findings of increased contralateral activation in lesponse to

sensory stimulation of the injured spinal cord suggest that spinal fMRI is providing

reliable results (2). The contralateral activity in the spinal cord seen in response to

movement by incomplete spinal cord injured volunteers can be accounted for by circuits

that have been implicated in other spinal cord injury studies (16-18) by the ipsilaterally

descending corticospinal fibers, or the bilaterally operating neuronal networks that are

proposed to form detour circuits in response to spinal cord injury (19). It is possible that

the distributions of activity seen in our study are due to a strengthening of ipsilateral

corticospinal pathways, or an overactive reflex circuit responding to the afferent input in

the absence of descending inhibition. These pathways and their implications for recovery

of function in injured persons have recently come under closer investigation (19).

Although it is clear from our results that spinal fMRI is capable of detecting

differences in neuronal function in response to a stimulus, it is not possible to determine
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the causes of the neuronal activity observed with the data presented in this study.

Conversely, the current ASIA assessment scale lacks sensitivity to neural changes.

Supplementing the ASIA assessment with detailed activity maps obtained by means of

spinal fMRI may prove to be invaluable for the comprehension of spinal cord physiology

and for the design of rehabilitation programs. Investigating neuronal function pre-,

during-, and posrrehabilitation programs will provide a quantitative measure of

rehabilitation progress. Similarly, there is gleat potential for spinal fMRI to objectively

measure neuronal change in response to phatmaceutical intervention, such as for

spasticity or neuropathic pain. The use of spinal fMRI for such investigation is shown

here to be applopriate. In addition to the benefits of non-invasively detecting neuronal

activity caudal to an injury, spinal fMRI can be carried out on any standard clinical MR

scanner without requiling special modification.

Further investigation of neuronal circuitry caudal to a spinal cord injury site is

required. There are specific difficulties with this clinical population that hinder spinal

fMRI progress. The flexor reflex and the crossed extensol'reflex are suppressed as a

result of activity in descending tracts in healthy people, but can be bothersome for spinal

cord injured patients due to lowered threshold (15). The deficiency in descending

inhibitory modulation can result in an excessive amount of neuronal activity in the spinal

cord caudal to the injury site, manifest as spasticity. In our study, for example, a

volunteer who displayed clonus in response to the stimulation of the lower limb task

produced motion artefacts too severe for the data to be analyzed with confidence.

Similarly, other limitations of our data in this preliminary study, such as the small

number of paÍicipants and the heterogeneous spinal cord injury sample, prohibit even
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general conclusions regarding the physiology of specific spinal cord injuries.

Nevertheless, vr'e were able to successfully achieve the goals of this study by

demonstrating that spinal fMRI is capable of detecting neuronal activity caudal to a

spinal cord injury and that it is possible to characterize this neuronal response.

Conclusions

The results ofthis study indicate that the quântity and distribution of active voxels

demonstrating neuronal activity in the spinal cord in response to both active and passive

lowe¡ limb movements can be assessed using spinal fMRI in individual patients, with

adequate sensitivity to reveal areas of neuronal activity in the cord caudal to an injury,

with motor and sensory stimulation. This information is expected to aid with the

assessment of spinal cord injury and subsequent rehabilitation. This technique reveals

infomation regarding neuronal function in the spinal cord beyond that which the cunent

ASIA assessment scale is able to provide and is simultaneously less invasive and more

informative than electrophysiological methods. This information can be obtained in a

non-invasive manner in standard clinical MRI systems, a clear advantage over the

existing caudal{o-injury investigation methods.
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Figures and Figure captions:

Figure 1: Signal intensity time courses of active regions averaged across participants

during active and passive movement follow closely with periods of rest and lower limb

movement task, as indicated.

Figure 2: Image orientation: Figures 2A-2F each show six sagittal slices spanning the

spinal cord with lumbar segments approximately mid-image. The top row of each figure

shows slices taken f¡om the right side (R) of the spinal cord, the bottom row shows slices

taken from the left side (L) ofthe spinal cord. Images are odented with rostral to the left

of each slice, caudal to the rìght. Dorsal (D, sensory information) is toward the bottom of

the cord, ventral (V, motor information) toward the top. Figures 2A and 28 are taken

from an ASIA A and ASIA B volunteer, respectively, during passive participation.

Figures 2C and 2D are taken from an ASIA C volunteer and 2E and 2F are taken from an

ASIA D volunteer, during active and passive participation, respectively.

Figure 3: Two selected sagittal images from Figure 2 are displayed with the rostral

toward the top of the image. Selected axial slices are displayed which correspond to the

marked leveì on the sagittal image.
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Abstract

Purpose: To identify false positive activations in spinal ÍMRI data obtained during a

lower limb movement task.

Materials and Methods: Functional MRI data of the lumbar spinal cord were

previously obtained at 1.5 T with a single-shot fast spin-echo imaging method, from thin

contiguous sagittal slices spanning the cord. Volunteers participated in active and/or

passive lower limb movement tasks during stimulation periods and remained still during

baseline periods. Active voxels were identified by means of a conelation to a model

paradigm. Cluster analysis is carried out to separate active pixels based on the signal

intensity change to produce activation maps and time coulse graphs for each cluster.

Results: The resulting clustered activity maps demonstl'ate active pixels in the spinal

cord gray matter occuning in the range of 5 through l5%o signal intensity change,

randomly located active pixels in signal intensity change below 57o, and active pixels

located primarily in the area surrounding the spinal cord in the signal intensity change

above l5%o. Accompanying time course graphs support the findings.

Conclusion: Cluster analysis of the spinal fMRI data acquired during the movement

tasks ¡eveals important information regarding the identification of true and false positive

activations.

Key Words:
Cluster analysis, false positive, spinal cord, human, ÍMRI
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Introduction

Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) reveals functional activity of the

spinal cord and brain by means of signal intensity changes between different activity

states (1). The signal change that is impotant in revealing neuronal activity is that which

occurs consistently in response to a presented stimulus and not in the absence of the

stimulus. There are, however, additional mechanisms which can contribute to signal

changes which do not represent a neuronal response to the stimulus obtained, including

thermal noise, physiological noise, and motion (2), which confound the detection of

neuronal-activity-related signal changes. Thermal noise arises from receiver electronics

and the tissue being imaged, whereas physiological noise arises from metabolic changes,

blood flow, CSF flow, spinal cord and brain pulsation or motion with the heart beat,

caÍdiac and respíratory motion, etc. Noise arising from motion in this context is meant to

be any other motion of the person being imaged. As a result of the motion of the spinal

cord and proximity to the lungs and heart, fMRI of the spinal cord is particularly sensitive

to these sources of physiological noise. Finally, motion associated with the functional

task itself can give rise to additional noise (3). In the present study, functional MRI of

the spinal cord is canied out in order to investigate motor activity involved with active

and passive leg movement. This is therefore expected to represent effectively the worst-

case-scenario for fMRI in terms of the potential sources of noise.

Paradigm dependent statistical methods such as conelation analysis or t-tests are

commonly used in analyzing fMRL A statistical analysis method which is independent

of the paradigm is desirable when attempting to avoid imposed structure on the data.

Clustering is one such method used to supplement correlation or t-test analyses and can
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be as simple as grouping pixels based on their signal intensity time courses or magnitude

of signal intensity change from baseline. These clusters can be displayed to demonstrate

their locations and thereby identify spatial relationships that exists between the pixels.

Spatial and temporal relationships between pixels provide support for identifying that the

mechanisms contributing to the signal intensity changes are related (4). Therefore,

cluster ,analysis can be used to discover patterns in data without the requirements of

fitting to a study paradigm or being subjected to expedmenter expectation or bias.

Clustering is particularly useful for detecting Type I errors which, in the context

of this study is defined as a voxel being identified as being active, in enor.

Characterization of signal intensity changes from baseline is typically achieved by

averaging over all active voxels in the image data regardless of whether they fall within

anatomically relevant areas such as the gray matter. By clustering, it is possible to detect

if the active pixels that occur within the gray matter, and are thus considered to be true

positives, tend to occur within a particular range of signal intensity magnitude, that is

acceptable according to conventional fMRI theory. The pixels occurring outside of the

gray matter, with conesponding signal intensities that are either too low or too high based

on conventional fMRI theory (5,6), can be considered false positives. These activations

are likely due to physiological motion or artefacts rather than neuronal function.

In this study, clustering was based solely on the percent signal change from

baseline during the stimulation periods. This approach is based on the hypothesis that

Type I enors are believed to arise due to physiological noise and task-related motion,

which can cause relatively large signal changes. Therefore, clustering based on the

magnitude of signal intensity change may be able to discrirninate er¡ors from true
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neuronal-activity-related signal changes. This identification can be made based on the

anatomical location of the areas of activity given that true neuronal activity can occur

only in the spinal cord gray matter, and this is a clearly localized anatomical region. As

clustering is independent of the paradigm, it is also helpful to view the time course of the

pixels in a given cluster to see if the activity follows the pattem of the stimulus.

Methods

Data acquired in a previous study was subjected to investigations by means of

cluster analysis for the present study (7). In the previous study, spinal fMRI was caried

out in a block design with three stimulation periods. Images centred on the T12 vertebra

were acquired repeatedly during alternating rest and stimulation periods for a total of 56

time points recorded at 1.5 T in a General Electric Signa Horizon LX clinical MR system.

Functional time course data were obtained using single-shot fast spin-echo imaging, as

per our established methods with sets of eight contiguous 2.8 mm thick sagittal slices.

Data were analysed using custom-made analysis programs written in Matlab software

(MathWorks, Natick MA). Prior to analysis, a line was drawn manually along the anterior

edge of the spinal cord in a midline sagittal image taken from the functional data set to

indicate the spinal cord position and curvature. The data at each time point of the

functional series were combined into a three dimensional volume and linearly

inte¡polated to 0.5 x 0.5 x 0.5 mm cubic pixels. The volume was re-sliced transverse to

the cord according to the manually drawn reference line, and smoothing was applied only

in the rostral-caudal direction. The conelation between a model paradigm and the signal

intensity time courses of each pixel was computed to produce a map of cor¡elation t-
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values. A t-value threshold of 2.0 (p=0.05) was chosen to identify pixels as active, and

these pixels were plotted in colour over a gray-scale reference image that was produced

by averaging the images obtained at the 56 time points.

Cluster analysis was performed for each sedes of data and the resulting activation

maps were displayed in the axial orientation. Clusters wele formed into groups based on

multiples of 57o signal intensity change from baseline. Cluster 1 contained all active

pixels with signal intensities ranging from O.l%o up to less than 5Vo, Cluster 2 contained

all active pixels with signal intensities ranging 'from 5Vo to less than 107o, and so on.

Cluster 6 contained all active pixels with signal intensities above 25Vo. Negative clusters

were also formed in these same ranges, with Cluster -l containing all active pixels with

signal intensities ranging from -0.1Vo to greater than -5Vo, through Cluster -6 containing

all active pixels with signal intensities below -257o. A map displaying the active pixels

for each cluster for each series of data collected was created along with a glaph of the

average time course for that cluster's activity. With 33 series of data and 13 maps per

series, this produced a total of 429 maps and accompanying time course graphs.

All negative and positive activations were also displayed on a combined activity

map for each series. To represent magnitudes of signal changes, the active pixels were

colour coded through shades of red for all positive activations and through shades of blue

for all negative activations. This enabled display of the ove¡all distribution of positive

and negative activity for each series of data.
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Results

The distribution of the apparently active voxels in the positive clusters follows the

expected pattem both in terms of location as well as time course (See Figures l-6). In

general, cluster I revealed little activity, with a few isolated voxels following no apparent

spatial pattem. Cluster 2 revealed âctivity distributed partly in gray matter as well as the

surrounding areas. Cluster 3 contained the majority of the activity that fell in the gray

matter. More active pixels were detected in cluster 3 than in cluster 2. Cluster 4 revealed

appalent activity falling mainly toward the edges of the cord with a mode¡ate amount of

activity remaining in the gray matter. Cluster 5 revealed activity falling mostly in the

area surounding the cord. Little to no cluster 6 activity fell within grây matter regions.

The average time course data for cluster 1 shows an apparently random pattern. Clusters

2 through 6 are all in good agreement with the boxcar model paradigm, but clusters 2 and

3 have the least varjation across the clusters at each time point during the exercise

periods.

The negative clusters loosely followed the same general pattem, however the

clusters -1 through -3 seemed to have a more wide spread distribution of activity over the

entire image, while active pixels in clusters -4 through -6 had a tendency to fall towards

the edges of the images as did the positive clusters.

In the combined activity maps it is also clear to see that the negative signal

intensity changes tend to fall within the CSF regions. (See Figure 7) The positive

activations are less prominent and tend to occur in the gray matter and at the top centre of

the image. The pattem of positive distribution appears to foìlow a segmental pattem
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whereas the distribution of the negative clusters does not appear to follow any segmental

pattern, in other words, it appears to occur evenly distributed over all slices.

Discussion

Clustering of spinal ÍMRI data is able to reveal and separate true neuronal activity

from false positive activity. As predicted, the active pixels that occur in the appropriate

range of magnitude according to conventional fMRI (5-157o) occurred in the gray matter

and the time courses followed the study paradigm. The high signal intensity (>2570)

active pixels occur in the CSF or the area surrounding the cord, where both physiological

and/or stimulus correlated motion artefacts can occur. The low signal intensity (<57o)

active pixels thought to be due to random noise were expected to occur in any area of the

image and the time courses were not expected to follow the paradigm, and was as

observed in cluster I in all series of data.

The results show that the largest signal changes were quite well localized to the

spinal cord/CSF boundary and surrounding cord areas. These signal changes are too

large to be att¡ibuted to any known or theorized fMRI contrast mechanism, and are

therefore not beìieved to arise as a consequence of neuronal activity. Similarly, negative

signal changes were also localized to this region of CSF and the boundary in the larger

signal change range. The meaning of negative signal changes has not yet been

determined, but in this case they appear to arise as a result of CSF movement or other

physiological noise. In contrast, activity within the gray matter mainly occurred in

clusters in the 5-75Vo signal change range. This intensity range is consistent with the

combination of BOLD and SEEP contrast that is employed in the established spinal fMRI
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method. This finding further supports the validity of spinal ÍMRI as an important tool in

the study of spinal cord function.

It is not an assumption of this study that all areas of activity within the gray

matter and within the acceptable signal intensity range, can be concluded to be true

positives. There is still the possibility that these remaining activations are also false

positives. As shown in Figure la and lb, the time course of the signal changes occuning

in the O.l7o-57o range appeared random and the location of the active pixels occur

randomly across the image. These active pixels could potentially lie within gray matter,

representing a possible false positive activation within the gray matter. It would be

beneficial to eliminate these active pixels from the activation map, as they are may

misrepresent true positive activity brought about by neuronal activation. Although it is

unlikely that we can eliminate the source of random noise as it cannot be anticipated

during image acquisition, it is shown here to be possible to eliminate a contribution from

random noise during the data analysis and therefore produce an activation map that

reveals true positive activity with greater confidence.

Similarly, the active pixels occurring in Cluster 5 and Cluster 6 are unlikely to be

true positive activations based on signal changes that are too large based on fMRI theory

and the tendency for the active pixels to lie outside of the cord. The time courses for

these signal changes reveal that the activations do roughly follow the study paradigm and

so are surmised to originate from trunk motion as the volunteer participates in the task in

addition to the bulk motion of the spinal cord due to CSF flow, which is influenced by

cardiac pulsation. It would be beneficial to eliminate these active pixels from the

activation map as well in order to produce a map that reveals the most likely candidates
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of true neuronal activity.

In an earlier study (3), the signal intensity change for active pixels during the

identical lower limb motor task were reduced substantially by identifying pixels at the

edge of the spinal cord and setting these apart from the analysis, under the assumption

that they were caused by motion. After eliminating the active pixels surrounding the

cord, the signal changes observed with active and passive tasks were reduced to 11.9+i-

l.IVo and l2.4+l-l.l%a from 15.4+/-l.3Vo and 18.3+l-1.47o, r'espectively. In the present

study, the activations which occur in the l0 to less than 159o range, cluster 3, are the best

fit to the paradigm both in terms of the time course map as well as the location of pixels.

This further suppofts the theory that true neuronal activity related activations occur

within this lange of signal intensity change.

Conclusions

In order for spinal fMRI to be improved as a reliable method for both research

and clinical purposes, it is important that the signal intensity changes we are detecting are

those that arise as a consequence of a change in neuronal activity. In order to determine

this, it was necessary to first identify areas of signal change that are conelated with the

stimulation paradigm but are not arising from neuronal activity. Cluster analysis has

been shown to be useful in identifying and separating the true from false positive

activations. This will aìlow future fMRI studies to be carried out in such a way that false

positive activation will be reduced, or that these false positive activations will be

identifiable and possible to eliminate during analysis. This study has enabled us to gain

an understanding of the source or origin of the false positive activations which allows
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these areas of signal change to be identified, and we are therefore able to identify with

greater confidence the true positives, that is, those signal changes that are occurring in

response to neuronal activity induced by the stimulus.
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Figures and Figure Captions:

Figures 1-6:

Figures I through 6 show a representative (a) cluster map and (b) accompanying time

course graph obtained for clusters 1 through 6, respectively, for one series of data from

one subject. Positive activations are shown in colour over a gray-scale image. The spinal

cord is shown in axial orientation, with the right side of the cord to the left of the image,

and the dorsal aspect of the cord towards the bottom of each image, displayed in 0.5 mm

thick slices. The images begin rostrally at the top left square and continue caudally to the

bottom right square.

Figure 7:

Spinal cord slices are shown in axial orientation, with the right side of the cold to the left

of the image, and the dorsal aspect of the cord towards the bottom of each image,

displayed in 0.5 mm thick slices. The images begin rostrally at the top left square and

continue caudally to the bottom right square. Positively activated pixels are shown

colour coded through shades of red, and negatively activated pixels are shown colour

coded through shades of blue. The overall distribution of positive and negative

activations reveals that negative activations appear to surround the spinal cord and this

distribution is constant in the rostral/caudal direction, whereas the positive activations

appear to occur mainly in the spinal cord gray matter following a segmental distribution

and in the edges of the images again constant in the rostral/caudal direction.
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General Discussion

The goal of this dissertation was to contribute to the development of spinal fMRI

as a tool for investigating spinal cord physiology. To achieve this, four investigations

were performed. The first was aimed at establishing a method for studying lower limb

movements with spinal fMRI. The second aimed to establish a sagittal imaging

technique that increases the area of spinal cord we can image while reducing the aÍefacts

that commonly afflict this type of imaging. The third aimed to detect and characterize the

activity in lumbar cord caudal to an injury that arises from lower limb movement, using

spinal fMRI. The fourth aimed to distinguish true from false positive activations in

spinal fMRI data so that images can be acquired optimally and we can be confident in our

results. Each investigation was successful in reaching its goal and important progress

was made toward the advancement of spinal ÍMRI for reliable research and plactical

clinical use.

Pârt 1 was inspired by the need for a method with which to investigate lower limb

movement tasks with spinal fMRI. The literature at the time included investigations of

the use of spinal fMRI of the cervical cord during movement tasks of the hands; although

this requires movement of the volunteer, movement of the hands does not cause any

substantial movement of the trunk (Yoshizawa et al. 1996; Stroman et at., 1999; Madi et

al., 2001). Spinal fMRI with sensory stimulation of the upper and lower limbs was also

investigated, as this causes no movement of the volunteer and was therefore a good

choice fo¡ beginning development of spinal cord functional imaging (Stroman et al.,

2001a,b). A method was required for investigating motor activity of the lumbar spinal

cord, but in such a way that did not bring about movement of the trunk. A device was
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needed that would allow for a standardized motor activity to be performed that could be

regulated to allow for comparison across subjects, constructed of a material that was

compatible with an MR environment and that would fit the scanner. Initially, a pedal

similar to a bicycle wheel was designed and built, but during hardware testing it became

apparent that the movement of the entire leg required to pedal the device caused taller

people's knees to hit the top of the inside of the magnet bore. In addition, this full limb

movement caused too much movement of the trunk and therefore would cause motion

artefacts in the images. The pedal was then redesigned in such a way that the volunteer

could perform a movement task of the ankle. The pedal was built such that the feet could

be secured to the pedals and petfolm an altemating flexion and extension movement

while the thighs were stabilized. This incumed less motion of the trunk, while still

allowing a rhythmic altemating lower limb movement which could be performed actively

or passively by the experimenter moving the pedals manually'

This pedal was then used to investigate the neuronal response detectable in the

spinal cord during an active and passive lower limb movement task, using fMRL Results

showed that spinal fMRI is able to detect reliable neuronal responses in the cord to both

tasks, that the time course of the signal intensity changes were in agreement with the

study paradigm, and that the location of active pixels was in agreement with known

spinal cord physiology. Active and passive pedaling was shown to elicit average signal

intensity changes of similar magnitude, at approximately 127o. The main shortcoming in

this study was that the images were acquired in axial orientation and so only a small

extent of cord was imaged. This study was, however, instrumental in the development of
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the use of spinal fMRI for investigating motor activity as it validated the technique and

provided a control population with which to compare further clinical populations.

The purpose of Part 2 of this disse¡tation was to improve the spinal fMRI method

so that a larger extent of cord could be imaged. In order to accomplish this, a method

was developed that resulted in a greater length of cord to be imaged, approxi mately 12

cm, as well as results that could be displayed in thrce dimensions. This method provides

voxel dimensions that match more closely to the shape and size of the anatomical

volumes of the Rexed's laminae, so that each voxel spans homogeneous tissue volumes as

much as possible. This method is distinct from the sagittal slice methods attempted by

others (Backes et al., 2001; Madi et a1.,2001) because the slices are set as thin as the MR

hardware allows, disregards the signal-to-noise ratio and leaves no space between slices.

The difficulty with obtaining this volume of coverage is due to paÍial volume effects, an

issue which was overcome by obtaining the images as thin as possible and reformatting

the data into a three dimensional volume which was interpolated and resliced for analysis

with our established methods (Komelsen and Stroman, 2004). Again, the resulting

activity maps demonstrated activity consistent \¡vith spinal cord neuroanatomy. In fact, it

revealed subsegmental distribution of activity, which has been shown previously in

electrophysiology studies of the rat (Takahashi et al, 2003) but not before with spinal

fMRI. This subsegmental distribution was again shown in Part 3 which also used the

improved method.

The development of the sagittal imaging method is of great value for both

research and clinical puryoses. Obtaining functional images with this improved

methodology allows for activity maps to be displayed in axial, coronal and sagittal
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orientation with improved spatial resolution in the superior/inferior direction. In addition

to demonstrating details of subsegmental organization in the spinal cord, neuroanatomical

detail such as spinous processes and position of nerve roots, as well as the cervical and

lumbar enlargements were identifiable, structures beneficial for landmarking' In

addition, results were normalized and consistent right/left and anterior/posterior

dimensions were constructed, which facilitates comparison within and across subjects

With further investigations using this method, optimal normalization dimensions can be

produced, from which a spinal cord atlas could be assembled. This would be an

impoftant advancement in spinal cord physiology research, as it would greatly facilitate

comparison between subjects and between studies,

Part 3 combined the investigation of lower limb active and passive movement

from Parl I with the improved imaging method developed in Part 2, and was successful

in showing that spinal fMRI is capable of detecting neuronal activity caudal to an injury

site. This is a crucial step in bringing spinal fMRI closer to practical clinical use' In this

study, active and passive movement tasks were performed by spinal cord injured

volunteers. Activity \ as detected in all volunteers regardless of the extent of injury.

During both active and passive participation, activity was seen caudal to the injury site,

although the number of active voxels detected with passive movement was less than with

the active movement task. The average percent signal changes were 13.67o during active

participation and 15.07o during passive paÍicipation, which are slightly larger than those

of healthy volunteers during the identical tasks. This could be accounted for, however,

by the increased resolution and the reduced partial volume effects with the improved

sagittal imaging method over the original axial orientation method. The activity is
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similar to that seen in healthy volunteers, in that the distribution of activity is similar

during active and passive movement tasks and that the amount of activity (i.e. number of

active voxels detected) is decreased with passive movement.

An interesting pattem was identified in the data that is wofh discussion, although

further investigation of this phenomenon is required before conclusions can be made

regarding the underlying physiology. Our results show that in cases where the movement

was bilaterally generated, the neuronal activity appeared to be distributed across both

sides of the cord. However, in the cases where the movement was generated unilaterally,

the neuronal activity appeared prominent on the contralateral side of the cord in the

ventral hom. Indeed, this contralateral neuronal activity was observed in all six of the

incidences where unilateral movement was observed. However, the literature shows that

with complete spinal cord injured volunteers locomotorlike activity in one limb can

activate rhythmic locomotor activity in the contralateral Iimb. Kawashima et al. (2005)

can'ied out an investigation focused on altemating leg movements of human bipedal

locomotion to determine if the spinal central pattem generator (CPG) is involved in the

neural mechanisms of locomotor-like muscle activity in the contralateral limb by

employing the leg movement pattem which should contribute to the generation and

coordination of this muscle activity. Results suggested that the afferent input from the

contralateral leg plays a role in amplifying the induced locomotor-like muscle activity in

the lower limbs and that the contralateral leg movement should be out of phase for the

muscle activity of the ipsilateral leg to be well amplified. In addition to the reflex

response induced by the rhythmic muscle and tendon stretches, contribution from the

interaction of the CPG in the spinal cord was implicated. This suggests the existence of
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neuronal circuits enabling interlimb coordination \¡/ithin the spinal cord, which they

reveal to be intact in spinal cord injured persons. Similarly, this phenomenon has been

studied in persons with injury due to stroke, where it was suggested that unilateral

pedaling movement activated a pattem of rhythmic altemating muscle activity in the

cont¡alateral non-pedaling leg. Fufhermole, this effect appeared to be more clearly

demonstrated in the more severely impaired individuals (Kautz et a1.,2006).

It has also been shown that the complete injured human spinal cord can use

sensory information about ipsilateral limb loading to increase muscle activation even

when there is no limb movement. It was shown that movement and loading in one limb

can produce rhythmic muscle activity in the contralateral limb even when it is stationary

and unloaded (Ferris et al,2004). The results of these investigations into the ability of

one limb to produce muscle activity in the other limb in complete spinal cord injured

persons indicate intact spinal cord circuits, either in the form of reflexes or CPG

activation. This could account for the neuronal activity induced by the movement tasks

in the study described in Part 3. Alternately, the neuronal activity reported in Part 3

could be accounted for by the ipsilaterally descending corticospinal fibers and the

bilaterally operating neuronal networks that are proposed to form detour circuits in

response to spinal cord injury. Given that the lateral corticospinal tract is damaged

unilaterally, and there is therefore no voluntary movement on that side of the body, it is

possible that the ipsilateral corticospinal tract from the same hemisphere becomes

strengthened. This strengthened tract descends on the contralateral side to the impaired

limb, and synapses with intemeurons in lamina Vtr on the contralateral side. These

intemeurons cross at the segmental level and branch extensively to lamina VII, VIII and
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IX, which could account for the increase in neuronal activity seen in the ventral hom

associated with the non-moving limb. As presynaptic potentials are known to correlate to

the MR signal intensity more so than the neuronal spiking rate (Logothetis, 2001), it is

possible that the accumulation of these sub¡hreshold potentials is represented in the MR

images whereas the spiking of neurons on the functioning side of the cord produces

comparatively lower signal intensity. These ipsilateral pathways and the implications for

recovery of function in injured persons have recently come under closer investigation

(Jankowska and Edgely, 2006). It is therefore possible that the altered distribution

pattems seen in our study were due to a strengthening of ipsilateral cotticospinal

pathways, or more likely, an overactive reflex circuit responding to the afferent input in

the absence of descending inhibition. It is also possible that these circuit pathways at the

level of the spinal cord are more active in spinal cord injured persons than in non-injured

persons in response to lower limb movements due to the CPG mechanisms that are

thought to exist in the lumbar spinal cord levels. A detailed mapping of these reflex

circuits could prove invaluable for the comprehension of spinal cord physiology and for

the design of rehabilitation programs. Specifically, the roìe of the central pattern

generator in bilateral as well as unilateral lower limb movement in healthy and spinal

cord injured persons requires further investigation. The use of spinal fMRI for such an

investigation has here been shown to be appropriate and could provide considerable

insight into spinal cord physiology.

Although spinat fMRI is not yet ready for routine clinical use in examining

spinal cord injuries, it is certainly fit for use in assessing recovery of function strategies.

As discussed in Part 3, the ability of othe¡ measures such as somatosensory evoked
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potentials or H-reflex that are able to assess residual function caudal to injury is limited,

as they reveal the effect, but not the location, of damage along a conduction pathway.

These methods are invasive and are not in routine clinical use. The ASIA assessment

scale is routinely used to assess and classify injuries and residual function, but is lacking

in sensitivity for neuronal change. Spinal fMRI will be useful in the future as

intervention strategies develop, in that it can be used to detect differences in neuronal

activity pre- and post- treatment. Spinal fMRI could become an important tool for

assessing the efficacy of interventions, as cunently the ASIA assessment scale is in use to

follow progress in research interventions, and this is, as mentioned, unable to detect

neuronal changes, Similarly, assessing improvement of conductivity across incompletely

damaged tracts in response to 4-aminopyridine or other drug treatments would be

possible with spinal fMRL The suspected false negative findings of the 4-AP trials could

be resolved with the use of spinal fMRI, as it is a measure with increased sensitivity to

neuronal change. Likewise, spasticity drug trials could also greatly benefit, again

because presently there are few non-invasive measures available to objectively see

changes in neuronal activity.

In Part 3, the small number of volunteers, further confounded by the

heterogeneous population, does not afford conclusions regarding physiology to be made.

Future studies using the pedaling device with a spinal cord injured population would be

required in order to draw conclusions regarding residual function in the spinal cord

following injury. A number of other variables are also factors with this population; time

since injury, later developments within the cord such as syrinx development,

susceptibility to spasticity or clonus, medication history, etc. It would be difficult to find
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a large number of patients with identical injuries at the same stage pâst initial injury with

similar symptoms and on the same medications in order to test a homogeneous sample.

This is an obvious difficulty with conducting studies with this patient population.

Another factor to consider is that the physiology of autonomic control is altered after

spinal cord injury. This can result in autonomic dysreflexia, a symptom of which is

uncontrollable spiking of blood pressure. As the MR signal is dependent on the blood

flow, for both BOLD and SEEP contrast, this could alter the results obtained for this

population. The other difficulty specific to this population is the potential for spasticity

or clonus to occur during imaging, especially upon participating in the movement tasks.

Should spasticity or clonus occur as a result of sudden initiation of movement, this would

occur during the stimulus time points of the paradigm, and the analysis would reveal

neuronal activity durìng spasticity or clonus rather than íeuronal activity during

voluntary movement. If this could be induced reliably, this would be an interesting study

in itself. This proposed study would be difficult, however, in that the data would need to

be free of motion artefacts, which are likely to occur during clonus. In our study, we only

lost one subjects' data due to motion artefacts caused by clonus, while the other eleven

sets of data were sufficiently unaffected by motion for analysis and interpretation.

Parl 4 dealt with the questions that remain about the source and identification of

false positive activations. These are voxels that appear to change signal intensity each

time a stimulus is applied and so are identified as active regions but are not related to

neuronal activity. The cluster analysis revealed that the magnitude of the signal intensity

changes can be used to separate the true from false positive activities and that those that

occul \ ithin the acceptable signal change range also occur in the gray matter of the
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spinal cord. Those active pixels with signal changes outside of the acceptable range were

found to occur in the areas surrounding the spinal cord. This study showed that by using

a paradigm independent analysis method, important features of the activity maps can be

revealed. This information can be useful for determining the hemodynamic response

function as well as the optimum time course model for future studies. With an optimal

time course model for the true or false positive activations identified, distinguishing and

separating true and false positives within the data and resulting activity maps is possible.

Thus, cluster analysis based on magnitude of signal intensity change has proven to be an

impoÍant step toward the goal of improving spinal fMRI data acquisition and analysis to

eliminate the false positives from the acquisition, or at Ieast, the results.

Future directions

The development of the pedal now affords the reseacher a tool for investigating

rhythmic altemating lower limb movement with spinal fMRI. Imaging of the lumbar

spinal cord during pedaling could reveal important information regarding the function of

the central pattem generator. Spinal cord physiology ¡esearch can be greatly advanced

with this technique.

Future spinal fMRI studies will likely benefit from the reduction of noise of

cardiac origin. As this issue is cunently being investigated, it is likely that in the near

future modeling of the time course of the non-neuronal related activity will reduce or

eliminate noise due to cardiac driven motion. This should increase the signal to noise

ratio, and therefore be an important step towards establishing optimal spina'l fMRI

techniques. In addition, the technical advances made in the development of MR

equipment, such as the 3T magnet versus the 1.5T magnet, will also allow for greater
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quality images in the future. The greater overall signal obtained with a 3T magnet will

aid in enhancing the ability to detect neuronal activity related signal changes. However,

the enhanced sensitivity to magnetic susceptibility may be problematic for spinal fMRI,

as the different tissue types are in close proximity in the spinal canal. For further

discussion of these developments, see Tanenbaum (2006).

Ultimately, the goal is for spinal fMRI to be a useful and practical clinical tool.

The neuronal response in the spinal cord both above and below the injury site can be

monitored following injury and throughout rehabilitation. A protocol can be developed

such that a standard battery of tests may be conducted to assess both ascending and

descending information. Imaging can be canied out shortly after injury and repeated at

set intervals following initial injury or commencement of a rehabilitation program or drug

trial. Ideally, a software program would be available for technicians and clinicians to use

for simple and quick analysis of the data. The results should be displayed in three

dimensions in both the original and normalized format. Normalizing the results would

allow for ease of comparison between patients and facilitate a standard method of

documenting the results. Packaging a standardized spinal fMRI assessment protocol with

an efficient and comprehensible analysis progrâm would expedite spinal fMRI into

clinical use.

Conclusion

Spinal fMRI has now been successful in assessing neuronal activity in the cervical

and lumbar cord for both sensory and motor stimuli. It has been determined that spinal

fMRI is capable of detecting neuronal activity caudal to complete and incomplete spinal

cord injury, during participation in active and/or passive lower limb movement tasks'
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The spinal ÍMRI method has been optimized with increased volume coverage of the cord,

three dimensional display of resulting activity maps, and improved spatial resolution in

the superior/inferior direction. Futher insight into the characteristics of true and false

positive activations was gained. The overall goal of contributing to the development and

advancement of spinal fMRI towards reliable research and practical clinical use was

achieved.
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